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Abstract
One of the many unexplored facets of the mutually-influential
relationship between theatre practices a n d contemporary
philosophy is the striking parallel between the philosophy
established in Matthew Arnold's book Culture and Anarchy
published in 1869 and the writings and careers of Marie Wilton
Bancroft and Squire Bancroft. In particular, Arnold's definition of
culture is illustrated in the ideals the Bancrofts upheld.
According to Arnold, culture is the study of perfection; it is
the harmonious relationship between beauty a n d intelligence "Sweetness and Light." Culture "seeks to do away with classes; to
make the best that has been thought and known in the world
current everywhere." Arnold believes that all have the capacity to
recognise and appreciate culture if merely shown examples, and
that "Porro Onurn Esf Necessarium - to come to our best a t all
point~.~'
The Bancrofts exemplified Arnold's philosophy

several

aspects of their theatre management. These include the location of
the theatre itself, decoration and renovations chosen for the theatre,
the general improvement of theatre infrastructure, the repertoire,

.

notably T.W. .Robertson's play Caste, the abolition of the star system,
and the elevation of the social status of actors.
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Chapter I

Culture . . . an endeavour to come at reason and the will
of God by means of reading, observing, and thinking. . .
Matthew Arnold,
Culture and Anarchy

Matthew Arnold

1822- 1888

Matthew Arnold, poet, literary, social, and religious critic, is
incontrovertibly one of the leading architects of modern Western
thought and criticism. His appointment as Professor of Poetry at the
University of Oxford in 1857 ensured the creation and
dissemination of much of his criticism, as he was responsible for
providing the University audience with a lecture each term. In
doing so, many of the subjects of his criticism have remained in the
foreground of modern thought and debate:
Arnold has become a n inescapable . . .
presence in modern intellectual life.
Indisputably, he has exercised a n immense,
perhaps decisive, influence over our whole
way of talking about 'culture' and its role . . .
. He, more than any other single writer . . .
endowed the role of the critic with the
cultural centrality it now enjoys . . . .
(Collini, 205)
It is this central role of Arnold's 'culture' and its meaning that will
be explored in relation to the management of the Prince of Wales's
Theatre.
Matthew Arnold was the eldest son of D r . Thomas and Mary
Penrose Arnold. He began attending Rugby School a t the age of six
where his father was headmaster. Dr. Arnold, an obvious influence
on Matthew, encouraged educational reforms, and fostered his
students' awareness of social issues, morality, and the relationship
between liberal studies and modern life. What developed was a

school system that focused on building a student's character just as
much as, if not more than, academic studies:
The school was to be the training ground for
character. . . . Only the community of a
public school under the direction of a
powerful headmaster . , . could prepare boys
for active life and act as a powerful agent in
society. . . . The character-forming role of
the school was considered more important
than its strictly intellectual task . . . [and was
the] central purpose of the whole theory of
education . . . . (Briggs, 143)
One of the ways in which the public school system achieved this
was by providing a common ground where students from different
social castes could commingle. The fraternisation of diverse classes
in these schools effectively introduced students to ''an ideal of
responsible service" (Briggs, 145). Although upon reflection it
may seem that the school system was still discriminatory, it is
important to note how a class conscious Victorian society perceived
the intermingling of caste within the new public school system:
The public school . . . provided for the
gradual fusion of classes and their drawing
upon a common store of values. 'There was
nowhere in the country so complete an
absence of servility to mere rank, position o r
riches' wrote Charles Dickens . . . . (Briggs,
145)

Furthermore, Dr. Arnold's insights permeated educational
thought to such an extent that he was, in essence, the principal
creator of the modern English public school system. What emerged
was the transformation of a new kind of educated community:

[Thomas Arnold] transformed what had been
a fair specimen of the debauched and riotous
establishments known as public schools into
the character-building, God-fearing,
scholarship-winning model for the reform in
the 1840s and 1850s of other schools of its
type. He thereby had an incalculable
influence on world history, indirectly
staffing an empire, and helping to shape - . .
the emotional development of a governing
class for several generations. (Collini, 22 I )
Many of these topics manifested themselves in Matthew
Arnold's writing and career. He was sent as a foreign
correspondent on several occasions to study a n d inspect the
educational systems of Europe, which subsequently gave him a
critical basis on which to expand his ideas for the English school
system. Much of his attitude regarding education, and his belief in
t h e necessity of England's organising a system of secondary schools
for the education of the middle classes, contribute to his later social
writings. Culture and Anarchy: an E s s a y in Political and Social

Criticism was the compilation of Arnold's concluding lectures as a
Professor of Poetry a t Oxford in 1867 under the title "Culture and
its Enemies," and subsequent articles published under the name
"Anarchy a n d Authority." Although he wrote other educational
critiques such as Popular Education on the Confinent in1 8 6 I , A

French Eton, or middle-class education and the State in 1 8 6 4 , and
Schools and Universities on h e Continent in 1 8 6 8 , Culture and
Anarchy is notable as one of the enduring criticisms of Victorian
society.

As a result of the Arnolds' strong influence on the English
education system, Matthew Arnold's primary ideas became
prevalent concerns in the educated community. Through the
Arnolds7 educational reforms and curriculum development, much of
the criticism expressed in Matthew Arnold's work was already
subject to intellectual speculation. Essentially, Culture and Anarchy
was the encapsulation of previously disseminated ideas and
philosophies which included Arnold's views on, and definitions of,
culture.
Arnold's philosophy, as outlined in Culture and Anarchy,
defines "culture7' as the study a n d pursuit of "perfection", which is
the balance between "sweetness" and "tight".

"Sweetness" is here

defined as axthetic beauty and altruistic ideals, and "light" is
defined as intelligence, study, and enlightenment.
According to Arnold, there a r e categories of individuals who
do not pursue the ideal of perfection, but each category disdains the
pursuit of culture in its unique way. Arnold defines an individual
type to represent an example of society's class structure as a whole,
and then uses these types to illustrate each class's shortcomings.
The first character type that Arnold reproaches is the
Barbarian. c'Barbarians7' are manifest in the English aristocracy
whose focus is on external graces, tangible objects, material wealth,
and manners. Although they m a y recognise zesthetic beauty, they
are unable to recognise the importance of any deeper meaning

alongside and influencing that beauty. Arnold states in the case of
the English Barbarian that "there should perhaps be, for ideal
perfection, a shade more soul.

. ." (Culture,

86).

The next character type to be rebuked by Arnold is the
Philistine. c'PhiIistines,y7who according to Arnold are present in the
middle class, are considered "the enemy of the children of light or
servants of the idea7' (Culfure, 87). Far from pursuing sweetness
and light, they prefer tangible constructs, or what Arnold calls
cLrnachinery,y'
which include the pursuit of money, business, tea
meetings and so on, which Arnold abhors as pursuing a "dismal and
illiberal life." The main criticism Arnold levels at the Philistine is
that "it is its class and its class instinct which it seeks to affirm, its
ordinary self not its best self" (Culfure, 87).
The third category, " P o p u l a ~ e ~
is~found
,
among the working
class who had so long "survived in poverty" that they "came out of
the woodwork in the form of a n angry mob," demanding their
rights vocally, marching violently, and were very physically
demonstrative (Culture, 8 7).
Each member of the previous categories also exists in a n allencompassing category of "doing as one likes".

In this category,

one acts upon impulses therefore receiving immediate gratification.
Yet, he would not necessarily take others into account, nor take
responsibility for the consequences of his actions. Arnold believed
that "doing as one likes" takes the idea of "personal liberty" too far,

which then leads to the development of "only an inferior self, only
darkness" (Culture, 78). This self-centred attitude was abhorrent to
his ideals regarding the study of perfection. The symbiosis of
sweetness and light by its very nature is the transcendence of selfish
materialism and social station.
As previously mentioned, Culture and A n a r c h y was not a
radically new philosophy, but a distillation of ideas and views
already extant in the intellectual atmosphere of the Victorian
period. As Arnold identified individual representatives from the
social class structure, so did other authors, such as Charles Dickens.
Numerous characters from recent and contemporary literature
correspond precisely to the model which was subsequently codified
by Arnold.

Dickens' A Christmas Carol, first published in December of
1844, twenty-five years before the publication of Culture and

Anarchy, illustrates character types subsequently described by
Arnold. In the novel, there are distinct prominent examples of
harmonious perfection, or, the balance of sweetness and light. One
such illustration is Bob Cratchit, Scrooge's poverty-stricken
employee, a man with an intelligent and cheerful disposition despite
his circumstances. His insistence on toasting his despotic employer
at Christmas against the wishes of his wife and family reveals Bob's
adherence to his principles. Furthermore, the Fezziwigs, rniddleclass merchants, do not make the accumulation of money or
'machineryy their sole emphasis, but conversely care for and attend

to the happiness and well-being of their employees. In addition,
Fred, Scrooge's nephew, chooses to marry his beloved, unlike
Ebenezer, who instead chose materialism over love a n d
companionship. Despite constant criticisms a n d rebukes, Fred
continuously attempts to develop a relationship with his Uncle.
Other characters i n Dickens7 works which illustrate Arnold's
description of t h e pursuit of culture include Lucie Manette from A

Tale of Two Cities and Esther Summerson i n Bleak House. Lucie
Manette7s innate decency a n d kindness profoundly affect Sydney
Carton, a self-indulgent alcoholic, inspiring him to gain redemption
by sacrificing his own life for the sake of Lucie7s happiness.
Similarly, Bleak House's Esther Summerson embodies much of
Arnold's philosophy by transcending her illegitimate birth, rising
above her socially unacceptable origins, a n d overcoming her
experiences of cruelty a n d degradation by means of h e r compassion
and intellect. Esther shows consideration to the street sweeper Joe,
a n d although s h e becomes disfigured as a result of being infected
with small pox by him, she continues to be attentive a n d
sympathetic towards others. Furthermore, unlike her cousin
Richard Carstone, whose obsession over the collection of his
inheritance finally kills him, Esther remains uncorrupted by the
pursuit of materialism. Although not rich, she is the o n e who
ultimately achieves a life of comfort and contentment.
As there a r e examples of sweetness a n d light in balance, there
a r e also illustrations of characters who do not pursue culture i n

Dickens7 novels. The Marquis St. Evremonde certainly fits the
description of a Barbarian. In A Tale of Two Cities, the arrogant
nobleman, taking personal liberty much too far, offers a few coins
to the peasant whose son he had r u n over and killed with his
carriage. I n A Christmas Carol, the characterisation of the
Philistine is aptly displayed in Marley, a member of the middle class
who, when alive, chose to place the accumulation of profit above all
else. Similarly, the description of Arnold's term "Populace" is
horrifyingly exhibited through the actions and chaotic violence of
the revolutionaries in A Tale of T w o Cities. In particular, Therese
Defarge is seen clearly as a vulgar and ruthless woman whose
hatred and lack of compassion indiscriminately manifest themselves
in revolution, violence, a n d death.
Yet, Arnold maintains that each person has the ability to
pursue harmonious perfection if given the opportunity to observe

and understand good examples of culture. This also is expressed in
Dickens7 work. I n The Christmas Carol, Ebenezer Scrooge
dissociates himself from the responsibility of caring for humanity by
treating his employee and his nephew poorly, acquiring a n d
hoarding his wealth, a n d acting uncharitably towards others. He is
then shown, through supernatural means, vignettes illustrating
positive examples of those who choose to pursue culture a n d
negative examples of those who do not. Poignantly, h e is ~ h o w nthe
harmful consequences of his own actions if he continues promoting
his pessimistic view toward humanity and his selfish road towards

materialism. The Philistine Ebenezer Scrooge, a character living a
most <(dismaland illiberal life" pursuing only the acquisition of
material wealth, once shown examples of culture relevant to his
experience, and conversely the consequences when harmonious
perfection is not sought, transforms into the epitome of o n e who
actively pursues the balance between sweetness a n d light (Culture,

87).
Furthermore, Arnold postulates that every individual has the
ability to recognise what is beautiful and what is intelligent a n d
enlightened if they observe positive illustrations. I t therefore
becomes the duty of all w h o recognise the importance of the pursuit
of culture to demonstrate by example the harmonious balance
between sweetness a n d light.
Marie Wilton Bancroft was certainly a woman w h o
demonstrated the pursuit of culture as defined by Arnold. Through
her actions of purchasing t h e Prince of Wales's Theatre, t h e
selection of dramatic material, a n d her management of t h e theatre
itself, she epitomised the ideals of culture as expressed in Arnold's
Culture and Anarchy by managing her career in a thoughtful,
discerning, and altruistic manner.

Marie Wilton Bancroft 1 8 3 9 - 192 1
Although the Bancrofts were extraordinarily successful actormanagers, there is surprisingly little contemporary documentation
of their achievements. In fact, the most comprehensive sources for

information about the management of the Prince of Wales's Theatre
are autobiographies written by the Bancrofts themselves, and much
that is written of them recounts only what they had already written.
The value, and the limitations, of autobiography as a n
historical record in a theatrical context have been astutely
elucidated by Thomas Postlewait in his essay "Autobiography and
Theatre History." Postlewait argues that autobiography in itself is
yet another forum wherein the performer's stage life and personal
life m a y be masked and intermingled. He postulates that:
[t]heatre autobiographies are often notable
more for their well-rehearsed anecdotes than
for their accuracy on productions, people,
and places. Typically, they are episodic,
chatty, and, of course, self-aggrandizing.
Their defining character, and often their
charm, depends upon the self-serving
performance of the autobiographer, a
masquerade moved from stage to page.
(Postlewait, 2 52)
Postlewait further establishes that there are conventions common to
written theatrical autobiographies produced at the time:

[TIhe conventional patterns are regularly
apparent: a life of innocence (or enclosure),
paradise lost (or confinement escaped),
struggle, journey a n d quest, discovery and
appreciation by others (which, in turn, often
leads somewhat later to a moment of selfassessment), success, public glory (usually at
the price of personal hardship), and
abundant recompense, as viewed
retrospectively. (Postlewait, 2 5 6 )

The Bancrofts' autobiographies do rely heavily on their own stories,
letters, and recollections. They do follow accepted narrative
conventions of the time. Yet, as Postlewait then confirms:
[w]e should not assume that because they
have narrative qualities they lack in
historical truths. Autobiographies require
interpretation, not just neat dissection into
true and false categories. The theatre
historian, in search of the performer "in
Nobody's Shape but His Own7' may well find
not only that no clear separation can be
established between face and mask, presence
and absence, private a n d public personality,
life and art, but also that even these dualisms
are too neat because they split identity,
documents, and historical conditions in ways
that are reductive. (Postlewait, 259)
Within the narrow and confined perimeters established by the
Bancrofts, a truth that can be gleaned from their autobiographies is
that they represent themselves as practising behaviours which are
outlined in Mathew Arnold's Culture a n d Anarchy.
Marie Effie Wilton was born to Robert Pleydell Wilton and

Georgians Jane Faulkner Wilton in 1839. Robert Wilton, the elder
by sixteen years, eloped with Faulkner when he was a travelling
actor. Referring to the elopement, Wilton Bancroft felt that "his
rashness cost them dear" (Bancroft, Sixty, 1 6 ) . Her father's passion
for the theatre resulted in his being disinherited by and estranged
from his family. Marie Wilton Bancroft was consequently exposed
to theatre from the very beginning of her childhood. Already at the
age of five she was taught to recite poems and perform dramatic
scenes. Theatre, of necessity, became her way of life:

I wish I could recall a happy childhood; but
alas? I can remember only work and
responsibility from a very tender age. No
games, no romps, no toys - nothing which
makes a child's life joyous. I can recollect a
doll, but not the time to play with it, for we
only met a t night, when it shared my pillow;
and as I looked into its face before I fell
asleep after my work, I often wished that I
could play with it sometimes. . . . When
other children were cosily tucked up in bed,
dreaming of their sunny lives, their limbs
tired only by the romps and pleasures of the
day, I was trudging by my father's side in all
weathers to the theatre, where I had to play
somebody else's child or to recite one of the
many character sketches which my father
had wriffen for me. (Bancroft, Gleanings,
14)

Marie Wilton Bancroft was similarly discontent with the stress
and upheaval caused by the extensive travelling required for her
performances as a child actress:
There seemed to me to be constant travelling
in my childhood days; I cannot remember a
settled home, and recall only a very restless
life. (Bancroft, Gleanings, 18)
Wilton Bancroft was so unhappy with her peripatetic experiences
and isolation, she even compared herself and her wanderings to
Charles Dickens' character of "poor 'Joy in Bleak House always
moving on" (Bancroft, S i x f y , 20).
The difficulty of her childhood came not only from the hard
work which was demanded of her, but from the prevailing theatre
conditions themselves. Wilton Bancroft was expected to purchase
her own wardrobe and costumes, which was very difficult to do on

her meagre wages. As she was young and a n unknown talent, she
suffered rude mistreatment from other company members, and one
particular stage manager a t the Lyceum theatre whom she declined
to name. The competitive atmosphere led to a social pecking order
in which malicious behaviour towards the less established
performers was frequently tolerated.
One of the most destructive factors in contemporary theatre
conditions, however, stemmed from the theatre buildings
themselves. The theatres in which she acted were not built with the
comfort o r health of the performers in mind, and often were the
cause of illness. Wilton Bancroft7s health was also adversely
affected by poor working conditions. She describes her personal
experiences:

. . . I fell seriously ill from severe congestion
of the lungs, caused by standing in draughts
under the stage while waiting for my cue to
rise through trap doors . . . . My illness was
serious, and I was obliged to resign my part
for some time; no trivial matter for me, for in
those days salaries ceased to be paid from the
hour the manager was deprived of an actor's
services. (Bancroft, Gleanings, 50)
She almost died (Bancroft, Gleanings, 50).
However difficult Wilton Bancroft7s childhood theatrical
experiences may have been, they shaped her character, established
her priorities, and most likely provided the impetus in her theatrical
management career for the promotion of sweetness and light.

Although she played a wide range of roles a t a young age,
from Fleance and the crowned child in Macready7s Macbefh, to
cupids and shepherdesses in various pastorals, Marie WiIton
Bancroft gained most of her youthful dramatic experience
performing in burlesques. She excelled a t charming the audiences
with the light comedy, song a n d dance, a n d breeches roles in which
she acted the male lead. The young Wilton Bancroft even caught
the eye of Charles Dickens. Having a great admiration for Dickens
and his work, Marie Wilton Bancroft quotes from a letter in her
memoirs that Dickens wrote to John Forster regarding her
performance in the burlesque The M a i d a n d the Magpie:
I went to the Strand Theatre . . . . I really
wish you would go to see The Maid and the
Magpie burlesque there. There is the
strangest thing in it that ever I have seen on
the stage - the-boy Pippo, by Miss Wilton.
While it is astonishingly impudent (must be,
or it couldn't be done at all), it is so
stupendously like a boy, and unlike a woman,
that it is perfectly free from offence. I never
have seen such a thing. She does a n
imitation of the dancing of the Christy
Minstrels - wonderfully clever - which, in
the audacity of its thorough-going, is
surprising. A thing that you cannot imagine
a woman's doing a t all; and yet the manner,
the appearance, the levity, impulse, a n d
spirits of it are so exactly like boy, that you
cannot think of anything like her sex i n
association with it. I never have seen such a
curious thing, a n d the girl's talent is
unchallengeable. I call her the cleverest girl
I have ever seen o n the stage in my time, and
the most singularly original. (Bancroft,
sixty, 3 1 )

Dickens continued to admire her work, a n d they forged a
relationship based on mutual respect and admiration. Dickens later
wrote Wilton Bancroft of his high opinion of her in which he stated,
"1 hope I may lay claim to being one of the most earnest and

delighted of your many artistic admirers" (Bancroft, Gleanings,

Unhappy with perpetually performing in burlesque, Wilton
Bancroft attempted to find opportunities performing comedy

-

attempts which were met with constant refusals:
I did not object to burlesque itself . . . but my
training and ambition had pointed to a
different class of acting, and I was frightened
that if I did not continue to struggle for it I
should never get my chance. (Bancroft,
Gleanings, 58)

After she expressed her frustration and discontent with the roles
from which she seemed unable to escape, her brother-in-law, Mr.
Francis Drake, offered her a loan of one thousand pounds. With
this loan, the youthful Marie Wilton Bancroft chose to do what few
women had done before her. In 1865 she leased, renovated, and
managed her own theatre company.

Chapter 2

Courage ef bonne humeur is the Wilton motto.
George Pleydell Wilton,
Gleanings from on and o f f the Stage

Theatre Milieu and Setting
A predominant theme in Victorian literature and education is

that virtue, the pursuit of culture, and visible examples of altruism
can transcend an individual's social class. Wilton Bancroft
represents herself as attempting to do these things through the
choices she made in regard to her theatre company, which in turn
also reflect aspects of thoughts, ideas, and values expressed in
Matthew Arno ld7s Culture and Anarchy.
Proposing a partnership with writer H. J. Byron, with whom
she had developed a relationship by acting in the burlesques he
wrote for the Strand Theatre, Marie Wilton Bancroft acquired his
services as a playwright. She then promptly discovered the Queen's
Theatre in Tottenham Street, a n obscure theatre with a bad
reputation in a poor area of town - a theatre with the disreputable
sobriquet 'the dust-hole'. Summarising popular opinion, one
journalist offered his unfavourable impression of the Queen's
Theatre before Marie Wilton Bancroft's management:
The slimy fungosity of that "front circle" . . .
the glutinous grime that made it literally
impossible to tear oneself away from that
performance. Ah1 The atrociously
asphyxiating atmosphere that made it so
imperative to be gone and live, if one would
not stay there and decease. (Waller, 7 6 )

The Queen's unfortunate reputation also stemmed from a n history
of bankrupting its various owners and managers:

[The Queen's] originally opened as a melodramatic theatre on Easter Monday, April 23,
1810, a n d ruined Mr. Paul, a retired
pawnbroker, who became its manager.
Succeeding conductors fared little better,
until, in 182 1 , it came under the baton of
Mr. Brunton, the father of t h e celebrated
Mrs. Yates. I n the interval it had changed its
name more than once, and was known
successively as "The Regency" and "The West
London Theatre." A French company
occupied it for some time, a n d here M.
Fredkric Lemaitre made his debut in this
country. After them (in 1 8 2 9 ) Mr. Thomas
Dibdin assumed the reins, with moderate
success. On the accession of King William
the Fourth, the theatre was again renamed,
and called "The Queen's," in compliment to
Queen Adelaide; but in I 8 3 3 i t changed its
title to "The Fitzroy," under the management
of the Mayhews, when 'The Wandering
Minstrel,' since made so famous by Robson,
was produced. Mr. Henry Mayhew a n d Mr.
Gilbert Abbot a7Beckettwere the chief
authors of the establishment. In 1835, we
find it under the management of Mrs.
Nisbett, w h o again called it "The Queen's
Theatre"; but after passing through the
hands of Col. Addison and Mr. George Wild,
it finally came into those of Mr. Charles
James, a scenic artist, who has retained
possession of it from 1839, a n d who is still
the lessee, though transferring its direction
to Mr. Byron and Miss Wilton, (Athenzum,
559)
The location of this theatre and subsequent renovations made
by Marie Wilton Bancroft exemplified Arnold's philosophy of
sweetness and light. Arnold believed that humankind was capable
of appreciating and aspiring to beauty a n d intelligence, regardless
of their station, if only shown proper models of each. The squalid
atmosphere of the Queen's Theatre, pandering to a lower class of
audience "devouring oranges

. . . drinking ginger

beer

. . . [and

smacking] babies

. . . to be

quiet" was to be transformed a n d

replaced by a source of sweetness and light in an area of London
where little was to be seen (Bancroft, Gleanings, 88). According to
Wilton Bancroft, it seems that others did not have her faith in the
public's ability to appreciate beauty and intelligence emerging from
such a n unlikely location:
I was implored by everyone I consulted to
reflect before entering upon such a n
enterprise. '[TIhe neighbourhood was
awful,' <thedistance too great from the
fashionable world,' and 'nothing would ever
make it a high class theatre.' People
shrugged their shoulders, and I could see
that failure was foretold in every feature. So
I stood alone, without one word of
encouragement. (Bancroft, GZeaniulgs, 86)

Disregarding popular opinion, Marie Wilton Bancroft leased
the Queen's Theatre in 1865 and applied to the Lord Chamberlain
for the new name, "The Prince of Wales's Theatre," which was
immediately granted.
To attract a more educated class of audience and exhibit
aspects of pleasant zsthetics and light, which she believed would
transform theatre into a more respectable art form, Marie Wilton
Bancroft then remodelled her newly re-named Prince of Wales's
Theatre.

Transformation of Theatre
Despite others' scepticism, Marie Wilton Bancroft chose to
renovate the Prince of Wales7s Theatre with a high degree of good

taste and elegance- In what was once a theatre characterised by
poor taste and manners, the' Prince of Wales's was metamorphosed
into a theatre with the appearance and atmosphere of a drawing
room.
Arnold's sensibilities of zsthetic beauty permeated the
resurrected theatre. Wilton Bancroft re-upholstered the furniture
and painted the theatre a light blue colour, Along the box seats
were hung white lace curtains. For apparently the first time in the
history of English theatre, opulent additions such as white lace
antimacassars on the stall seats and carpeted floors replaced
benches and bare floor. Wilton Bancroft replaced the confining
benches in the traditional orchestra pit with more comfortable stall
seats. This part of the audience also enjoyed the luxury of a carpet,
allowing for the atmosphere of a visit in someone's home or
membership in a private club. "The transformation had been so
thorough [with its]

. . . drawing

room air, its pretty hangings, its

speckless paper, its fresh paint, and those rows of antimacassaren
chairs . .

. the whole thing

seemed a dream" (Waller, 77-8). It was

these specialised additions which invited audiences to view and
experience sweetness which, according to Arnold, would stimulate
their pursuit of perfection.
Marie Wilton Bancroft acknowledged and took pride in her
consideration of zsthetics in her new theatre:

The house looked very pretty, and, although
everything was done inexpensively, had a

bright and bonnie appearance, and I felt
proud of it. (Bancroft, Gleanings,93)
Furthermore, Wilton Bancroft's consideration for the
atmosphere of her theatre was noted a n d respected by other wellregarded contemporaries. One such person who praised the
transformation was esteemed writer Clement Scott:
Visitors accustomed to dingy, dirty,
uncomfortable theatres, . . . were enchanted
with the light, bright, joyous little playhouse,
always compared to a blue quilted "bon-bon"
box, where the very walls of the theatre
seemed to welcome you . . . . (Scott, 4 8 5 )
By choosing a run-down facility in a poor area of town and

transforming it into a theatre accommodating aspects of a Loftier
ideology, Marie Wilton Bancroft represented herself as having a
willingness and ability to pursue culture. Her conduct also found
application in providing a salutary influence on others.
There is another factor significant in the success of Wilton
Bancroft's early management of the Prince of Wales's Theatre. On
several occasions, Wilton Bancroft had met a young actor with
whom she had performed in Planche's comedy, Court F a v o u r , at the
Strand Theatre. Upon meeting again during an engagement in
Liverpool, shortly before she assumed her management of the new
theatre, Marie Wilton Bancroft offered this actor a position at the
Prince of Wales's.

Having previously declined several offers of

work in London to remain in Liverpool, including one from the well
established actor Charles Fechter w h o managed the Lyceum Theatre,

Squire Bancroft' (184 1 - 1926) promptly agreed to act for the new
actor-manager of the Prince of Wales's Theatre. He later justified
this unusual decision in his memoirs:
Having resisted several temptations to appear
in London, . . . I may be thought unwise in
settling to go to a n obscure theatre, which
was to be opened in a specuIative way . . .
but the most prosaic of my readers will
forgive some apparent want of sense if I
acknowledge a secret that I then did not dare
confess even to myself, I was already a
victim to a n emotion which will be sung of
by poets for ever, but which may be told in
four very simple English words - love at
first srghf. (Bancroft, Sixty, 6 9 )
Two years later, in 1867, Marie Wilton Bancroft and Squire
Bancroft were married, and thereafter shared the responsibilities of
managing the Prince of Wales's Theatre. Like-minded, both the
Bancrofts conducted theatre operations, acted in and chose plays,
and ran a unique company as a unified force. The intellectual
union they found in each other manifested itself into one of the
most successful theatre management careers in England to date.

Improvement of Environment
General theatre conditions prevalent in most English theatres
before Marie Wilton Bancroft's leasing of the Prince of Wales's
were very poor. The health of the actor in particular was not taken
into account, as evidenced by Wilton Bancroft7sexpressions of her

Squire was the given name of Mr. Bancroft, not his title.

near brush with death, and her fear due to her lack of resources for
coping with her ill health. There were several extremely dangerous
situations extant, some of which were not resolved for many years.
An obvious example of these was the lack of fire regulations within
English theatres:
Ever since the adoption of gas as a means of
illuminating the stage . . . every theatre in
Britain had become a potential death trap.
Not only did gas leak from ill-fitting joints o r
perished tubing, but flaming out of
unguarded o r poorly guarded jets set fire to
dancers, ignited scenery, curtains and
borders, and generally constituted an
appalling risk in theatres with virtually no
fire regulations. (Booth, 69)
George Pleydell Bancroft, the Bancrofts7 son, recalls in his
memoirs a conversation Squire Bancroft had with some Ccexperts'7
in
trying to reduce the risk of fire as a result of the gas lighting.
Bancroft wanted the complete disappearance of the footlights when
the curtain came down in the Haymarket Theatre. According to
George Bancroft, "all the experts agreed for once and told my father
that his idea was impracticable."

Bancroft refused to accept this

answer:

' . . . it's got to be done somehow. Why can't
you make the footlights rise from below
while the curtain rises and descend again a s
deep as you like while it falls?'
The experts stroked their chins sceptically
and looked profound, as experts often do
when a t heart they suspect a good suggestion
from a layman, and fabricated difficulties a t
once.
'There might be a danger of fire to the
curtain from the ascent or descent of the gas

footlight^,^ they argued.
'Eliminate it,, answered my father, 'That's
your job.'
'Yes, but there would have to be a
contrivance, automatic o r otherwise, to
extinguish the gas when the curtain got near
it.'
'Then supply it.'
'And then, Mr. Bancroft, it has never been
done.'
'All the more reason for it to be done for the
first time. No precedents for me.'
And it was done.
(Bancroft, G., S t a g e , 40)

However, not even the Bancrofts' attempts effected significant
change in fire safety regulations. Despite much destruction and
many deaths, it was not until 1887, two years after their retirement,
with the loss of one hundred lives and the destruction of the
Theatre Royal, that public outcry for fire safety regulations in
English theatres prompted new legislation (Booth, 69).
Similarly, in addition to cold draughts, overcrowding, and
cramped dressing rooms and backstage areas, little attention was
paid to sanitary conditions in the English theatre:
The smell of bad drainage was so noisome
underneath the stage that when one had to
cross from left to right below (our only
means of crossing, as the stage was small and
overcrowded with scenery mostly), one had
very carefully to hold one's breath and
smother one's nose in one's pockethandkerchief. The passage u p to the
Vaudevilre stage door from the Strand was a
miserably dirty court with the lowest of the
low inhabiting filthy doss-houses on the side
opposite to the stage door . . . . The
dressing-room accommodation was very
meagre and sordid, and the stench
everywhere was abominable. (Behind the

scenes with Cyril Maude, 72-74 qtd. in
Booth, 67)
In the Strand Theatre, Marie Wilton Bancroft surely experienced the
dangerous theatre conditions which undoubtedly led her to foster a
more congenial working environment. The Bancrofts were
extremely concerned with providing comfort and respect for their
acting company. Their pleasant manners in the theatre were
reinforced by the treatment of the members in their company with
affability and cheerful camaraderie. Their promotion of the
comfort of and respect for the actors whom they hired would later
be described as a "green room" management. Actors who had
worked with the Bancrofts often spoke of the kindness afforded
them. John Hare, an actor who was hired a t the Prince of Wales's
Theatre in his youth, subsequently achieved success on the English
stage as a prominent and influential actor-manager. The Bancrofts
valued Hare's praise sufficiently to include it in their
autobiography:
Those who have been fortunate enough to
serve under his management can testify to
his unvarying kindness, his generosity, a n d
his just dealings with all, a n d many of his
most generous actions have been known only
to the recipients of them. (Bancroft, Sixfy,
165)

There were several other unenlightened theatre practices
which existed before their management that the Bancrofts
denounced. One way in which the Bancrofts showed unprecedented
respect for their employees was in the way workers collected their

wages. Squire Bancroft recalled that in his youth, every Saturday
morning all employees of the theatre had to wait in a line outside
the treasurer's room awaiting payment. Bancroft felt it was
disrespectful and condescending of the management to have the
carpenters, ballet girls, cleaners, players, musicians, and dressers
herded together waiting upon the treasurer:
I had endured much mortification in my
early days upon the stage from the old
method which then prevailed of paying the
actors engaged in the theatre - . . . I found,
to my profound surprise, that things were
just the same in London, and claim the
privilege of having been the first to alter the
obnoxious custom. It was, in fact, the initial
reform made by me when I came into
authority, to order that all members of o u r
company should henceforth be waited upon
by the treasurer instead of their having to
wait upon him. (Bancroft, S i x f y , 87)

According to Michael Baker in The Rise of the Victorian Actor, this
act of the treasurer waiting upon the actor may be "a small point in
itself, [yet] it again dissociated the performer from his previous
wage-earning image. H i s company now did far more o n his behalf
than before

. . ." (Baker,

134). This small act of showing respect

towards people considered lower working class, and therefore
socially outcast, did much to bolster the well-being of theatre
professionals.
The major contribution to the welfare of actors, however, was
made by the Bancrofts in the form of a general increase in actors'
salaries. The Bancrofts recognised the intense Labour required by

actors who were underpaid for their hard work. Moreover, actors
in the English theatre also had to contend with having inferior
social status and unfavourable reputations:
It would be no exaggeration to say that, in
general, the actor . . . was a social and
artistic outcast and the theatre a n outlawed
sector of private enterprise. In this respect
the status of the professional stage in
England had scarcely changed for over two
hundred years. . - . Actors were casual
labourers in a n extremely fluctuating market;
one, moreover, which had to contend with
more than its fair share of social disapproval
and official intolerance. (Baker, 1 8 )
The Bancrofts attempted to rectify the existent inequity:
In what were called "the palmy days" of the
drama - days, in my remembrance, of much
slovenliness and dingy solemnity, as well a s
of most useful and hard work - salaries
were lamentably small, and the rewards to
which even eminent actors could aspire i n
former times were pitiful indeed . . . . We
may claim without arrogance to have been
the first to effect a reform which should
secure a proper reward for the laborious life
and special gifts demanded of the actor, a n d
make the stage a worthy career for refined
and talented people . . . . The salary list grew
to be not only remarkable, but o u t of all
relation to the receipts in so small a theatre.
(Bancroft, S i x t y , 89-90)
While other theatres were paying consistently lower wages, the
Bancrofts, as soon as they were financially able, paid wages ten to
twenty times more than even the larger houses. "When other
managers were paying actors £ 5 to £ 1 0 pounds [sic] weekly, the
Bancrofts were offering £60 to £ I O O Y 7 (Brockett, 445). The

Bancrofts were motivated by respect for their colleagues rather than
profligacy. Their fiscal prudence is illustrated by Marie Wilton
Bancroft's prompt repayment of the debt she incurred when she
assumed management of the Prince of Wales's:
[Flrom the time I opened the theatre, I placed
sums of money as I could spare
towards the payment of my debt to Mr.
Drake, for I was more than anxious to restore
to him what then seemed to me a gigantic
sum. I allowed myself very little to live
upon, and as I could afford no Luxury in the
way of dress, I went into complimentary
mourning for economy's sake - a coloured
dress was always recognizable [sic], a black
one never.

. . . such

. . . Let me add t h a t not one shilling further
was ever borrowed by me from, or given to
me by, any one, living or dead, in connection
with this enterprise. (Bancroft, Gleanings,
94-5)

Clearly, the Bancrofts' decision to raise the actors' salaries was
financially sound as they never again had need to borrow money.
As well, these reforms i n salary increases did not exist solely
for evening performances. M a n y English theatres a t the time were
introducing afternoon matinee performances. A t the first showing
of these productions, costs incurred by the management were
proportionately higher than evening performances. As a result,
many of the theatres would lower the wages of their employees for
the same labour required. T h e Bancrofts took great pride in
maintaining the same salary for their employees a t evening and
afternoon performances:

At the beginning they were much more costly
than n o w . . . moreover, it was our custom,
a n d one we maintained throughout our
management, to pay full salaries to every one
concerned in these afternoon performances
- a rule which applied not only to actors
but to business managers, booking-clerks,
hall-keeper, firemen, in fact to all to whom
the performance practically involved the
equivalent of a n evening's labour. These
afternoon performances have long since
become a large source of income to the
managers; but I am told that in most of the
theatres other systems of payment now
prevail. It seems to me hard that the actor
should not be given h i s full share, and
harder still upon the ballet-girls and poorer
members of a company, who can ill afford
the least deduction f r o m their pay, and who
are not in a position t o protest. (Bancroft,
S i x f y , 89)
Another crucial factor contributing to the improvement of the
welfare of their actors, was the Bancrofts' introduction of the single
playbill. While other playhouses were performing several
productions nightly, the Bancrofts progressively adopted the custom
of mounting a single play per evening:
The single nightly performance and the long
r u n also revolutionised working conditions
in the theatre. . . . It meant that for the first
time actors were relieved of the traditional
burden of daily rehearsal and study which
had characterised the old system. With plays
now in performance f o r weeks on end a n d
revivals a standard practice, actors in
established theatre companies had
unprecedented spare time on their hands.
The growing acceptance of the seasonal
contract also reduced the financial
precariousness of acting and raised the
actor's professional dignity by making him
primarily a salaried employee . . . . (Baker,
91)

The Bancrofts took responsibility for the fair treatment of
their employees, and attempted to ensure their well-being. "They
were as unselfish as they were charitable in all their dealings. They
paid better salaries than any managers of their time - too good as
many believe7' (Theatre, 5 1). They improved theatre conditions
within their own company in turn prompting the English stage to
become a profession newly perceived as worthy of exceptional
talent and labour.
The respect the Bancrofts showed was not limited to their
employees. Their attitude of respect also manifested itself in the
treatment of their audiences. According to the Bancrofts, past
theatre conditions held no appeal for a refined, educated audience,
and little attention was paid to its comfort:
Those were the days when young theatregoers had little ambition beyond a front seat
in the pit; the days when one's toes were
trodden on between the acts by horrible
women who sold c4apples,oranges, and
ginger-beer"; the days when the bill of the
play was little better than a greasy mass of
printerysink on paper two feet long.
(Bancroft, Sixty, 46)
Additionally, the Bancrofts acted as hosts and paid a great deal
of attention to the comfort of their audiences. The atmosphere of
the light blue walls with carpeted stall seats and white lace curtains
contributed to the Bancrofts' demeanour of goodwill towards the
audience. It is clear from the Bancrofts' writings that they strove to

provide a sense of hospitality for the audience at the Prince of
Wales's Theatre, reminiscent of a private drawing room:

[w]hatever test was applied, no true
principle would be found wanting. The first
was clearly respect for the audience who
were not considered a mass of beings from
whom money is taken, and who then, after
being the prey of the box-keepers and billsellers, were to be packed and squeezed into
seats. It was recorded that we had abolished
all such petty exactions; and that our
audiences were rather visitors whose goodwill it was sought to conciliate, with the
result that the house was thronged with
intellectual and cultured adherents, many of
whom were by no means theatre-goers as a
general rule. (Bancroft, S i x t y , 92)
Theatre audiences at the Prince of Wales's Theatre were ensured
respect, comfort, and hospitality by the Bancroft management. In
retrospect, the Prince of Wales's Theatre was recognised upon
opening as a "model drawing-room theatre in 1865, where a merry,
smiling, courteous hostess cheerfully received her happy guests"
(Scott, 485). These pleasantries the actor-managers extended
proved successful in bringing educated audiences back to the
English theatres:

. . . the Bancrofts7 feat in coaxing back polite
society into an unfashionable playhouse was
substantial. The stigma which had marked
playgoing . . . clung tenaciously. (Rowell,
83)
The Bancrofts believed that they were making improvements
in theatre conditions, improvements which, in essence, exhibited
Arnold's ideology. The speech the Bancrofts gave a t their farewell

performance upon retiring from theatre clearly shows that their
intention was to develop innovations which were altruistic in
motive. Their aim was to raise the a r t of the theatre and to include
the audience, actors, playwrights, a n d all people involved with the
theatre in this elevation:

. . . [SJhould we be remembered as the
humble pioneers of anything that might have
advanced the a r t we loved - if we should be
thought, in some way, to have made its
position better than we found it - it would
be a high distinction. (Bancroft, Sixfy,2934)

Further representing their beneficent intentions, the Bancrofts
included in their memoirs comments from a n unnamed but
apparently "well known playwright7':
The movement which lifted the stage out of
the slough of Despond, a n d ultimately set it
on its present pinnacle of popularity and
consequent prosperity, originated a t a time
when Henry Irving was a n almost unknown
actor. Irving did not initiate this great
reform; the reform initiated Irving. The tide
was turned by others, a n d on its billows
Irving floated into fame. Before Irving was a
manager, the comedy theatres had carried
stage management to a high pitch of
excellence, and the public had already begun
to flock towards the stage, attracted not
simply by the beauty of the mounting, but by
artistic acting a n d a genuine interest in the
play. We must go farther back than the
comedy theatres; we must go back to the
parent comedy theatre in Tottenham Street.
The Kendals, John Hare, a n d the excellent St.
James's company, John Clayton, Arthur Cecil,
and the admirable Court, a r e simply
reproductions and developments of the
Bancrofts and the old P.O. W.'S theatre.
(Bancroft, Sixty, 286)

The seminal role played by the Bancrofts in elevating the English
theatre is indisputably confirmed by the external recognition they
received. The Bancrofts include numerous relevant citations in
their memoirs, and credit their success in this area with the
fulfilment of a deeply personal objective:

. . . [Tlhe seeds of all t h a t is excellent,
systematic, wholesome, a n d decent on the
modern stage were sown a t the Prince of
Wales's Theatre by this actor a n d actress,
who, though they retire in the prime of life,
were chiefly instrumental in restoring order
a n d symmetry out of chaos a n d confusion . .
. In fact, the best part of the London
managers have played under the Bancroft
regime, and their influence is widespread.

.

(Theafre,49)
The Bancrofts showed compassion and generosity to their
employees, a n d believed in the recognition due to actors for their
contribution to society. By demonstrating respect for their
audiences a n d demanding it for their actors, the Bancrofts
effectively used the Prince of Wales's Theatre as a vehicle to
demonstrate and promote sweetness a n d light.

Chapter 3

Firstly, never g o against the best light you have;
secondly, take care that your light be not darkness.
Bishop Wilson,
Culture and Anarchy

Abolition of star system
A significant practical application of Arnold's philosophies

was the Bancrofts7controversial abolition of the star system within
their company. At the time, a strict hierarchy existed in England's
theatrical management. The actor-manager was at the head of this
hierarchical structure while the status of other actors depended
upon the roles they played in the shows performed. In this system,
one o r two leading actors were considered the primary focus of the
scenes and were generally recognised as the actors themselves, not
necessarily the characters they were portraying:
Actors of the old school, instead of
encouraging actors of the new, looked down
upon them as interlopers and upstarts. The
stage was not destitute of good actors, but
the method of management was careless and
inefficient. (Theatre, 49)
Marie Wilton Bancroft herself had been a victim of the
prejudices fostered by that system, which must have been a n
impetus for her to do away with it. When she first reached London,
engaged a t the Lyceum Theatre, she and her mother met with the
company. They were dismissed and ignored by the other actors.
Wilton Bancroft, unhappy with the way she was treated, described
the incident and her mother's reaction to it:

. . . [M]y mother and I were without a soul
to advise or a friend to help us . . . .
[Ilmagine for an instant our two lone figures
standing apart from everybody, when a
friendly smile would have put a little sun
into our hearts . . . . My mother said, '. . .

They are established favourites, you see. You
will one day earn a large salary too; and
remember, should you then ever see a
stranger poorly dressed, waiting and wishing
for a kind word, don't turn away, but hold
o u t a helping hand if you can.' I looked a t
her, saw the tears in her eyes, and
understood her meaning. (Bancroft,
Gleanings, 36)
Marie Wilton Bancroft remained true to her mother's advice, and
the company she developed at the Prince of Wales's Theatre was
based on mutual respect and equal opportunity. Wilton Bancroft
treated her fellow actors as colleagues a t a time when the star
system was so entrenched that her new cast was unsure how to
react. She notes:
[wlhen my little company first met for
rehearsals I noticed a changed manner in
several of my brother and sister artists.
Because I was a manager they appeared to
expect that I should be different towards
them. I begged them not to think this, and
asked for their good wishes and kindly help,
assuring them that, although I now held the
reins, they would find I should never cease to
consider them my good friends, and that we
should all drive abreast, not one before the
other. Throughout the whole of my twenty
years7 management I hope I kept my word.
(Bancroft, Gleanings, 9 1 )
Additionally, the star system in place not only dictated how
the actor was treated, but also set the season of plays for the
existing theatre companies. As the actor-manager was the head of
the hierarchy, all plays he produced he starred in. This often
reduced the variety of plays offered by each theatre company. The
Bancrofts were determined to do away with that impediment:

Our management had been conspicuous by
the absence of that jealousy which too often
dwarfed the character of a company in
relation to its chiefs. It is true that we never
allowed considerations a s to what parts there
were for ourselves to bias o u r judgement in
the acceptance o r refusal of plays . . . .
(Bancroft, Sixty, 189)
This philosophy was immediately evident in the first year of Marie
Wilton Bancroft's management. Upon mounting her first T.W.
Robertson play, Society, Wilton Bancroft7s Prince of Wales's Theatre
was recognised as promoting opportunities for all actors in its
company. An article of the time observed about the production
that:
[tlhis is not one of those plays of which
actor-managers are so fond: in which all the
interest is centred in one man, who stands on
the stage like a n oak in a garden, sucking up
all the juices of the soil, a n d shutting out all
humbler plants from the sun. (Reader, 18
Nov.1865, 580)
Because the star system was traditionally accepted, the
Bancrofts were often questioned about their choice in promoting a
collaborative atmosphere. Playwright Dion Boucicault expressed
his displeasure in a letter he wrote to Marie Wilton Bancroft about
her choosing to take smaller roles:

My Dear Friend, . . . W h y a r e the Bancrofts
taking a back seat in their own theatre; they
efface themselves1 Who made the
establishment? With whom is it wholly
identified? Of what materials is it built?
There - it's out! (Bancroft S., Empty, 17 1)

Marie Wilton Bancroft, however, was set against advancing the star
system. She felt that it did not give fellow actors a n equal
opportunity to showcase their talents:
We were rightly stated to have set our faces
from the first against the obnoxious 'star
system7;no trace ever being visible of the vile
tradition, once prevalent among actors, of
defrauding a comrade of a chance.
(Bancroft, Sixty, 92-31
It was this consideration f o r her fellow actors that epitomises
Matthew Arnold's egalitarian ideology. Of course, the Bancrofts'
decision to abolish the star system in their theatre company was
advantageous. Because they encouraged ensemble work, the
management did not dismiss plays sent to them based on the roles
they themselves would play. Often the best plays sent to them
would have a small role appropriate for the actor-managers, or no
role a t all. Their decision to mount these productions, despite their
lack of stage time, contributed to the success of their theatre
company a n d admiration from their public- In a letter published in
their memoirs addressing Squire Bancroft sent from W.L. Courtney,
the Bancroftsy decision to promote plays a n d their cast higher than
their own egos is highly praised:
It was always noticed that she [Wilton
Bancroft] had no touch of professional
jealousy. She often sank her own importance
as a n actress, cheerfully taking a small part.
Both she and you had made up your minds
not to allow consideration of your own parts
to bias your judgment in the refusal or
acceptance of plays. You judged the plays o n
their merits - not o n the ground that parts

in them would o r would not suit either of
you , . . . Self abnegation of this kind is
sufficiently r a r e to be worthy of comment.
Its value is, of course, obvious. Without it
some of your most successful productions
would never have been given. (Bancroft S.,
Empty, 223-4)
The Bancrofts effected positive change o n the English stage
through their reforms of the existing star system. "The theory of
their good work was this, that the star system was revoked in favour
of the individual merit system" (Theatre, 5 0 ) . Their own selfpromotion as actor-managers was considered secondary to the
improvement of theatre in general. In writing of their
achievements, the Bancrofts paraphrase a n article in The Times in
an attempt to demonstrate their own belief that their sacrifice
benefited theatre as an a r t form and the social status of actors:

[ T h e Times] said that on the side of acting, as
o n that of staging plays, we had led the way
in beneficent reform. We had aimed, and
with success, a t forming a cast of equal
strength throughout and thus giving a
finished performance in place of the scrappy,
uneven representations with which most
managers had previously been c o n t e n t . . . .
The benefits of the change were felt in all
ranks of the profession; for a higher standard
of attainment had been set up, and with it
had come a more liberal remuneration and
greater social consideration for the actor.
(Bancroft, Sixty,296)
To the very e n d of their management, the Bancrofts were praised for

their positive treatment a n d "social consideration" for their actors:
Their career a n d their relations with actors
a n d actresses have never a t any time been

embittered by that miserable envy and
jealousy that disfigures the story of so many
artistic lives. They have been as generous as
they are honest . . . . ( T h e s , 51)
The abolition of the star system in their company illustrates the
Bancrofts7 commitment to Arnold's theories, and subsequently
contributed to the elevation of theatre a s a n art form. Specifically,
altruism shown to members of the company on the part of the
Bancrofts eventually manifested in the promotion of these members'
careers and development of their talents. The Bancrofts reprinted a
letter from Mr. B. C. Stephenson in an effort to affirm their belief
that they did in fact promote English theatre and its artisans:

. . . the

English stage has altered much, and
no one has had more to do with its alteration
and improvement than yourselves. There is
scarcely a theatre in London that does not
show the mark of your work, and seldom
does a good performance take place without
the help of some one who has passed his
apprenticeship under your management.
(Bancroft, Gleanings, 290)
Several members of the Bancrofts' theatre company went on to have
their own careers as successful actors a n d managers, including John
Hare, Madge Robertson (Mrs. Kendal), John Clayton and Arthur
Cecil.

Acting Style
A unique style evolved a t the Prince of Wales's Theatre which

became known as the "Bancroft school of acting". It was a careful
balance between established theatre traditions and newer theatre

practices. Marie Wilton Bancroft successfully integrated her
modest theatrical origins in burlesque with her ambition for a
higher level of artistry. The result was a n acting style which was
realistic a n d accessible, yet comprehended great subtlety and
emotional range.
Wilton Bancroft's acting style evolved from the burlesque
tradition, also known as extravaganzas or pantomime, in which an
emphasis was placed o n singing, dancing, a n d spectacle. The
actress was expected to sing well a n d dance gracefully. An unusual
aspect of burlesque was the sexual ambiguity of some of the roles.
In the 'breeches roles7 a woman o r young g i r l would be cast as a
young boy o r man. Often these roles would call for a youthful
"boyish vitality, coupled with a charming insolence, and the
affectation of [intelligence]" (Kleb, 46).
Marie Wilton Bancroft came to be known primarily for her
performance of breeches roles in burlesques. Although she was
well known for her work as the character Cupid in several
burlesques, she also played with much success the characters of
Little Don Giovanni in the eponymous burlesque, Aladdin in
Aladdin, o r the Wonderful Scamp, Orpheus in Orphcus and

Eurydice, a n d Edgar in Lucia di Lammermoor. Furthermore, she
made such a name for herself in t h e breeches roles that one of her
major triumphs, the role of Macheath, was not even in a burlesque,
but in John Gay's ballad opera, The Beggar's Opera. She was so
popular in these roles that "from I856 when she made her London

debut a t the age of seventeen to 1865, Marie Wilton Bancroft
starred in eighteen [burlesques]

. . . and in thirteen

s h e was cast as

the leading burlesque boy" (Kleb, 46). A characteristic she
demonstrated which cemented her relationship with H.J. Byron,
however, was her ability "for speaking the outrageous puns which
were a Byron speciality" (Kleb, 46). Knowing her popularity in
Byron's burlesques, she hired him a s sole writer and partner in the
Prince of Wales's Theatre, and together they chose to establish the
theatre through t h e proven formula of Byron as writer and Wilton
Bancroft as lead actress.
A s Wilton Bancroft desperately wanted to perform a n d

produce a higher form of comedy than burlesque, the Wilton
Bancroft-Byron performances, and consequently the business
relationship, could not continue. Byron's professional relationship

and role was supplanted by a relatively unknown writer, T.W.
Robertson. After presenting his new play, Society,to J. B.
Buckstone, the manager of the Haymarket Theatre, a n d having it
proclaimed "rubbish," Robertson was encouraged by H. j. Byron to
show it to the young new actor-manager a t the Prince of Wales's
Theatre. Despite objections, ironically from Byron, w h o felt that,
among other things, Society's portrayal of 'Bohemian Society' would
alienate audiences, Wilton Bancroft decided that "danger [was]
better than dullness" a n d chose to perform Robertson's play
(Bancroft, Sixty, 99). A short time afterward, Byron expressed his
displeasure with h e r choice in a letter telling her that "by refusing

to play in burlesque, you have done me a n irreparable wrong, and
yourself considerable wrong" (Bancroft, Gleanings, 108).
Once again, Marie Wilton Bancroft's venture profited. Society
continued for a virtually unprecedented first run of one hundred
forty seven nights. Wilton Bancroft and Robertson's professional
relationship and friendship were to last the remainder of the
writer's life.
Much of the development of the Prince of Wales's signature
acting style was due to Robertson. Compared to other writing at the
time, his plays focused on character development a n d dialogue.
Unlike other popular plays as well, he did not include a 'sensation
scene,' the climax scene of most 'illegitimate'2 theatre
performances.
What Robertson brought to the Prince of Wales's Theatre was
the unusual co-mingling of traditional illegitimate theatre styles
with the innovation of the pathos of domestic drama. Marie Wilton
Bancroft acknowledged that what evolved was a unique and
appealing hybrid of styles which was the perfect environment in
which she could showcase her talents: ''my views of

. . . acting so

Theatres given Royal patents like Covent Garden, Drury Lane, and
the Haymarket, were considered 'legitimate' theatres. Often they would
mount what were considered to be higher quality productions such as
Shakespeare, operas, and ballets. 'Illegitimate' theatres did not have patents,
and performed what were considered to be more common or lower forms of
entertainment such as spectacles, burlesques, low comedies, and
melodramas.

entirely agreed with Mr. Robertson's that everything w e n t
smoothly" (Bancroft, Sixty, 9 9 ) .
The domestic drama which developed consisted of a new kind
of realism on stage defined by the more natural ways of speaking
and behaving as seen in society. Yet, Robertson continued to utilise
Marie Wilton Bancroft's natural vivacity and playfulness as well as
her talent and experience in burlesque. He effectively introduced
burlesque conventions into the more natural domestic drama. One
way he allowed Wilton Bancroft to showcase h e r skills was in his
play Caste in the role of the actress Polly Eccles. The scenes in the
character's household enabled Wilton Bancroft to illustrate the
pathos of the domestic drama within the circumstances that
surrounded the character's home life, as well as delight the
audience with conventional burlesque routines during scenes in
which she would 'rehearse'.
Robertson allowed all the actors to bring their o w n quirks and
realistic touches to their characters through the use of
improvisation. During rehearsals, the actors were encouraged to
improvise scenes based on what Robertson had written. Because
there was no traditional star system in place, the actors could
explore character relationships and add what they could to the
performances in rehearsal, all working collaboratively to bring
Robertson's plays to fruition:
Analysis of the role, experimentation with
alternative interpretations of particular line

readings as well as general character
outlines, the hallmark of this new method, is
in clear opposition to the traditional, little
varying older approach to the playing of a
part- (Willems, 13 5)
Furthermore, he not only considered others7suggestions, but
expected them to invent stage business, dialogue, and in some
instances whole scenes. Wilton Bancroft discusses this expectation
in regards to the first production of Society
Mary Netley is by no means a good part to
read, and had not Robertson asked me to
'build it up,' she would have fallen
comparatively flat with the audience. When
the play was originally read to us, the author
begged me to do all I could in the scenes
which chiefly concerned myself in the last
act, for somehow, he said, he felt unable to
make Mary as prominent as he wished. So a t
the rehearsals I set to work, and invented
business and dialogue, which happily, met
with his approval. He always declared I
greatly helped the act . . . . (Bancroft,
Gleanings, 2 9 7 - 8 )
Consequently, parts were written for Wilton Bancroft with the
expectation that she would improvise and improve them. She w a s
publicly recognised as being highly successful in doing so:

. . . [Hler sense, spirit, and manner enable
her to give vitality to many an author's
creation, which would otherwise be void and
formless. (Reader, 22 April, 1865, 464)
Wilton Bancroft's work had a lasting effect and provided a
new direction for the English theatre in terms of acting style. The
acceptance of the new, more natural acting style, particularly for

the writing and portrayal of women on stage, was due to Marie
Wilton Bancroft:
[She] became the ideal of all young actresses
of the realistic school, as well as the
inspiration for the independent, sassy
heroines who were eventually epitomized in
the works of Shaw. (Willerns, 177)
Similarly, the roles written by Robertson were not the
traditional stock character types. Previously, characters of old
comedy and melodrama consisted of recognisable cliches such as
the villain, the hero, the heroine, and the comic relief. Robertson,
however, wrote a style of play in which characters of the n e w
comedy were individualistic and had contemporary dress and
manners. Robertson wrote character roles which "do not positively
belong to any of the usually recognised lines of business"
(Robertson qtd. in Watson, 381). But it was the ensemble cast
which encouraged the success of such a venture. Squire Bancroft,
for example, suggested in the production of Casfe that the
traditional 'colouring7 of his character be changed to illustrate the
change from stock character type to character role:
Being a sentimental hero, [Younge] was of
course intended to be dark; while I was
equally compelled to be fair, and wear long
flaxen whiskers in what he called the dandy
o r fop, a conventional stage outrage of those
days for whose death I think I must hold
myself responsible. (Bancroft, Sixty, 114)
The 'new comedy,' written by Robertson, eradicated stock
character types which in turn did away with the need for stock

gestures and symbols immediately recognised by the conventional
English audience. Robertson's emphasis was o n the development of
individual characters. "He based his (work) upon the absence of
typey7(Watson, 382):
With Robertson, a new system evolved acting that would give a n approximation of
real-life situations, based o n the credible
peculiarities of human character, manifested
in production by the investment of the
actor's personality quirks and special charms
in the characters themselves. (Willems, 130)
The success of the Robertson plays was also made possible by
the comparatively representational sets. Marie Wilton Bancroft
attempted to reproduce domestic scenes which necessitated careful
attention to small details such as:

. . . simple realistic effects, until then
unknown, as the dropping of the autumn
leaves throughout the wood scene of the first
act, and the driving snow each time the door
was opened in the hut. (Bancroft, Sixty,
106)

The presentation a n d acceptance of a more natural acting
style was further enabled by the relatively small size of the theatre.
Unlike the patent theatres such as Drury Lane "that could seat over
3,000 people," the Prince of Wales's seated up to eight hundred and

fourteen people (Barrett, 4 ) .
The newer portrayals of drawing room manners, versus the
traditional acting style of grand physical gestures and sing-song
speech, precipitated changes on stage of diction, gestures and

mannerisms previously seen in the theatre. These comparatively
modest styles would have been impractical and ridiculous in the
traditionally large theatres seating literally thousands of people.
Audiences were, in essence, made to feel at the Prince of Wales's
that they were invited into a drawing room and viewing domestic
life, which was made possible due to the smaller theatre. T h e more
realistic physical details a n d the cosier theatre promoted
believability and interest in the 'new comedy' which Robertson
pioneered and which was performed successfully a t the Prince of
Wales's.
The Bancrofts' dedication to developing a new style of acting
illustrates their attempts to promote the ideals of sweetness a n d
light in the theatre. The more natural style of acting promoted the
English stage from barbaric zesthetics to a more intelligent a n d
thoughtful institution. The actor and dramatist A. W. Pinero, who
was later knighted, suggested this shift in a letter he wrote to Squire
Bancroft:
It is my opinion . . . that the present
advanced condition of the English stage throwing as it does a clear, natural light
upon the manners and life of people, where a
few years ago there was nothing but
mouthing and tinsel - is due to the crusade
begun by Mrs. Bancroft and yourself in your
little Prince of Wales's Theatre. When the
history of the stage a n d its progress is
adequately a n d faithfully written, Mrs.
Bancroft's name and your own must be
recorded with honour and gratitude.
(Bancroft, Gleanings, 289 -90)

This testament is similarly reflected in a letter from Sir Algernon
Borthwick praising the Bancrofts for the improvements they
impressed upon the London stage. The Bancrofts included it in their
memoirs showing that they felt their work was intended to improve
existing theatre conventions:
I have observed your career from its
beginning, and c a n bear testimony to the
enormous improvement you have effected on
the English stage. You were the first to teach
the school of Nature, and not only by your
own bright impersonations, but also by your
influence over all those with whom you were
brought in contact, to prove that English Art
is second to none. Following in your
footsteps, and emulous of your achievements,
many have attained fame a n d fortune. But it
is my firm belief that to you, and to you
especially, is to be attributed the great a n d
successful development of o u r Modern
Drama. (Bancroft, Gleanings, 29 1)

The Bancroft management and T.W. Robertson constructed a
careful equilibrium between traditional theatre practices a n d
theatre innovations which in turn contributed to the development
and acceptance of a more 'natural' acting style. Through the
innovations they introduced, particularly a n intimate and elegant
theatre, "disciplined ensemble" work and a new form of writing,
the Bancroft-Robertson coalition defined a 'new comedy7which, by
its popularity and acceptance, contributed to the promotion of
Arnold's ideals (Willems, 128).

Repertoire
The Bancrofts deveIoped t h e policy of the long-run system
d u r i n g their management; they consistently depended o n a single
playbill thereby avoiding nightly rotation of plays. LcSingle-play
bills a n d greatly extended r u n s meant that the Bancrofts produced
only 8 1 plays d u r i n g their twenty-one seasons of managing, by far
the smallest number of plays staged over so long a period by any
manager prior to 1885,'' (Mackie, 1 0 1). In their twenty-one
seasons of management, the Bancrofts achieved thirty-five r u n s
exceeding one hundred successive nights. "No other manager
d u r i n g the nineteenth century i n London equalled that record"
(Mackie, 99). Although their record r u n of School's three hundred
eighty one successive performances was surpassed a t the time by
two other plays - Tom Taylor's Ticket of Leave Man with four
hundred seven nights a t the Olympic Theatre in 1 8 6 3 - 4 , and F.C.
Burnand's burlesque The Latest Edition of Black-Eyed Susan with
four hundred nights a t the Royalty Theatre in 1 8 6 6 - 8

- the

Bancrofts7consistent use of the long-run policy was unique
(Mackie, 99).
Many of the successful Iong-running plays performed a t the
Prince of Wales's Theatre illustrate aspects of Arnold's philosophies.
A popular play d u r i n g the Bancroft management, Money, by Edward

Bulwer-Lytton, is the story of Alfred Evelyn, an impoverished man
ostracised by 'polite society,' w h o inherits a fortune, is sought after
by that same society, a n d subsequently deceives them into thinking

he has gambled his new wealth away. In doing so, Evelyn reveals
the society's deceitful motives against him, and also his true love's
affections for him, decreeing:

. . . amidst the

humours and the follies, the
vanities, deceits, and vices that play their
part in the Great Comedy of life - it is our
own fault if we do not find such natures,
though rare a n d few, as redeem the rest,
brightening the shadows that are flung from
the form and body of the TIME with glimpses
of the ever-lasting holiness of truth a n d love.
(Bulwer-Lytton, 120)
The character of Evelyn promotes the Arnoldian philosophy that
there are individuals who transcend conventional social order by
embodying the aspects of sweetness and light.

London Assurance, by Dion Boucicault, was also a popular
show often mounted by the Bancrofts. In the play, Sir Harcourt, an
older, wealthy man, is to marry a young girl; a condition
bequeathed in a will so that he may receive a fortune. It is realised
that the marriage is not inevitable when Harcourt's son declares his
love for the youthful bride to be. Near the end of the play, Sir
Harcourt expresses sentiments upheld by Arnold and advises Young
Courtly, his son, and Dazzle, a self-proclaimed rogue, that:
Bare-faced assurance is the vulgar substitute
for gentlemanly ease; a n d there are many
who, by aping the vices of the great, imagine
that they elevate themselves to the rank of
those whose faults alone they copy. No, sirT
The title of gentleman is the only one out of
any monarch's gift, yet within the reach of
every peasant. It should be engrossed by
Truth - stamped with Honour - sealed

with good-feeling -signed
Man - a n d
enrolled in every true young English heart.
(Boucicault, 8 7 )
Within this passage, Harcourt expresses that both the rejection and
the pursuit of culture can be accomplished by anyone despite social
rank.
It is impossible to discuss the achievements of the Bancrofts
without including the necessary contribution of their playwright
and stage manager T.W. Robertson. "Robertson is now generally
recognized as the first modern English dramatist, a n d his work for
the Bancrofts as inaugurating a new e r a in the English theatre"
(Rowell, 75). It was Robertson who, according to the Bancrofts:

. . . rendered a public service by proving that
the refined and educated classes were as
ready as ever to crowd the playhouses . . . .
The Robertson comedies appeared upon the
scene just when they were needed to revive
and renew intelligent interest in the drama.
(Bancroft, Sixty, I 0 1 )
He did this by writing scripts which exhibited several aspects of
Matthew Arnold's philosophy as established in C u I f u r e a n d

Anarchy. Robertson was careful to utilise traditions from other
recognisable types of theatre, such as burlesque, with which Marie
Wilton Bancroft was associated, and display them throughout the
performance. However, to ensure its social acceptability, necessity
dictated that he also affirm Victorian tradition:
The plays of Robertson . . . are based o n
the humorous and sentimental sides of

...

common, a n d usually respectable, people.
Robertson gently mocks the dreams a n d
ambitions and loves of his everyday
characters, a t the same time gently mocking
yet affirming the Victorian values of home,
honour, and the inevitable triumph of virtue.
(Willems, 149)
Robertson's plays, when written for t h e Prince of Wales's Theatre,
affectionately suggested social commentary. A contemporary
criticism of Society, Robertson's first play performed at the Prince of
Wales's theatre, states that:
[Robertson's play] never offends against good
manners o r sound morality, yet does its
spiriting rather with a cheerful aspect and a
merry laugh, than with more serious chiding.
(Reader, 22 April 1865, 464)
By gently commenting on societal foibles, Robertson was able to
promote ideals of culture in a way that was acceptable to Victorian
theatre-goers.
Caste, the third play written by Robertson for the Prince of
Wales's Theatre, was one of the most popular, continually revived
throughout the Bancrofts' management after an opening run of one
hundred fifty six nights (Mackie, 10 1). It maintained its popularity
for decades and eventually came to be considered Robertson's most
poignant play. "From the immense o u t p u t of a hundred years of
English drama only Caste retains a hold on the modern repertory"
(Rowell, 75).

In this play, Robertson deftly formulates Arnold's steadfastly
upheld belief in the ability of human beings to transcend a societal
caste system. One way Robertson does this is in a poignant scene
between George D'Alroy, a nobleman who marries a stage
performer, and Captain Hawtree, D7Alroy's overtly class-conscious
friend. Upon D7Alroy7sreturn from war, Hawtree reveals that the
Lady Florence Carberry, whom the Captain was courting, had
recently become engaged to a gentleman of a higher social class.
D'Alroy, who very obviously found his happiness in marrying a n
actress, states:
GEORGE. . . . Caste! And a marquis is a
bigger swell than a major.
HAWTREE. Yes, best to marry in your own
rank of life.
GEORGE. If you can find the girl. But if ever
you find the girl, marry her. As to her
station ''True hearts are more than coronets,
And simple faith than Norman blood."
HAWTREE. Ya-as. But a gentleman should
hardly ally himself to a nobodyGEORGE. My dear fella, Nobody's a mistake
- he don't exist. Nobody's a nobody!
Everybody's somebody.
HAWTREE. Yes. But still - Caste.
GEORGE. Oh, Caste's all right, Caste is a
good thing if it's not carried too far. It shuts
the door on the pretentious a n d the vulgar;
but it should open the door very wide for
exceptional merit. Let brains break through
its barriers, and what brains can break
through love may leap over.
HAWTREE. Yes. Why George, you're quite
inspired - quite an orator. What makes you
so brilliant? Your captivity? The voyage?
What then?
GEORGE. I'm in love with my wife!
(Robertson, Caste, 143-4)

This passage effectively promotes one of Arnold's most essential
teachings, that each human being has the ability to achieve
greatness despite his social origin.
In Caste, Robertson also depicts the character types which
Arnold outlines in Culture and Anarchy. Arnold's categories of
Populace, Philistine, and Barbarian are typified in Robertson's
characters who exhibit the differences between the characters who
actively pursue culture, and those who actively ignore it.

The characters who to some extent do the opposite of
pursuing Arnold's idea of culture, or more specifically are guilty of
belonging in the categorisation of 'doing as one likes7, are present
in each of the three classes presented in Culture and Anarchy.
Arnold states that the act of 'doing as one likes' is taking the idea of
"personal liberty" too far, and that in doing so, one follows "only a n
inferior self, only darkness" (Arnold, Culfure, 7 8 ) .
The obvious example of a Robertson character railing against
culture is the portrayal of Eccles in Caste. Eccles, the father of Polly
and Esther Eccles, belongs in Arnold's category of Populace, which,
according to Arnold is the:

. . . working class which, raw and halfdeveloped, has long lain half-hidden amidst
its poverty and squalor, and is now issuing
from its hiding-place to assert an
Englishman's heaven-born privilege of doing
as he likes, and is beginning to perplex us by
marching where it likes, meeting where it
likes, bawling what it likes, [and] breaking
what it likes . . . . (Arnold, Culture, 87)

Eccles is a member of t h e lower working class who has lived his life
drinking, beating his children, and suggesting that work as a
general concept is good, as long as it is left for others to perform.
Sam Gerridge, Polly's beau, who is-also a member of the working
class, disgustedly describes Eccles as leone of the public-house
loafers, that wants all t h e wages and none of the work" (Robertson,

Casfe, 1 19). Eccles epitomises Arnold's description of Populace
asserting 'lan Englishman's heaven-born privilege," and "bawling"
about political inequity when it has been established throughout the
play that he has done nothing to improve his situation, but
conversely uses it as a n excuse for self-indulgence. In the last act,
Eccles laments:
And to think that a working m a n , and a
member of t h e Committee of the Banded
Brothers for the Regeneration of Human
Kind, by means of equal diffusion of
intelligence a n d equal division of property,
should be thusty (sic) . . . .
(Robertson, Caste, 120)
Eccles also takes t h e concept of personal liberty too far in his
unabashed expectation of money to support his alcoholism. "That
fool of a girl to throw a w a y all her chances? .

. . and

her father not

to have on him the price of a pint of early beer o r a quartern of
cool, refreshing gin" (Robertson, Caste, 120). This expectation, and
Eccles' display of his 'darker self', are shown most explicitly in Act
Three when he attempts to justify stealing the only memento left by
George D7Alroy,a gold necklace, from around his o w n grandchild's
neck:

That there coral he's got round his neck is
gold, real gold Oh, Society? Oh,
Governments1 Oh, Class Legislation? - is
this right? Shall this mindless wretch enjoy
himself, while sleeping, with a jewelled
gawd, and his poor old grandfather want the
price of half a pint? NOT it shall not be!
Rather than see it, I will myself resent this
outrage on the rights of man! And i n this
holy crusade of class against class, of the
weak and lowly against the powerful and
strong I will strike one blow for freedom!
He's asleep. it will fetch ten bob round the
corner . . . . Lie still, my darlingl - it's
grandfather's a-watching over you.
(Robertson, Caste, 120- 1)
Not to be redeemed, he immediately bursts into tears and compares
himself to King Lear when the biby7s mother, Esther, discovers his
deception, demands the necklace back, and refuses to allow Eccles
to beat a n d intimidate her. Perhaps what is most indicative that
Eccles is a member of Arnold's Populace is that a happy ending for
him is realised when he is offered two pounds a week to leave town
and drink himself to death within a year, to which he replies, ''I
think I could

-

I'm sure I'll tryy7(Robertson, Caste, 145).

Populace is not the only category represented in the play. The
character who most illustrates aspects of the Philistine is Captain
Hawtree. According to Arnold, Philistines a r e "the enemy of the
children of light or servants of the idea" (Arnold, Culture, 84).
While this description is somewhat unfair to Hawtree, particularly
as he partly redeems himself by assisting Esther and the baby
financially, the Captain certainly reveals other aspects which would
include him in this definition.

Arnold outlines i n Culture and Anarchy that the Philistine is
most concerned with its lineage and social station; "it is its class
and its class instinct which it seeks to affirm, its ordinary self not
its best self" (Arnold, Culture, 87). Hawtree, a member of the
middle class true to this description, is obsessed with his and his
associates' social status. When his best friend, George D'Alroy,
admits that he's in love with a n actress, Hawtree dismisses the
relationship:

. . . all those marriages of people with
common people are all very well in novels
a n d in plays on the stage, because the real
people don't exist, and have no relatives who
exist, and n o connections, and so no harm's
done, and it's rather interesting to look at;
but in real life with real relations, and real
mothers, a n d so forth, it's absolute bosh. It's
worse - it's utter social and personal
annihilation and damnation. (Robertson,
Caste, 83)
Of course, when D7Alroy challenges him on his assumptions, in true
Philistine fashion, Hawtree justifies his own attempts to climb the
social ladder:
G E O R G E . . . . You're paying your devoirs that's the correct word, isn't it - to Lady
Florence Carberry, the daughter of a
countess. She's above you - you've no title.
Is she to forget her caste?
HAWTREE. That argument doesn't apply. A
man can be no more than a gentleman.
(Robertson, Caste, 84)

Even when the Captain receives word that the Lady he has
been courting has entered into a n alliance with another man for

social reasons, Hawtree still cannot let go of his prejudicial
assumptions about rank. In the play, Hawtree never truly admits
that lineage has little to do with culture.
The last social class defined by Arnold which does not pursue
sweetness and light is the Barbarian. Arnold compared the
aristocracy with barbarians, as he felt that the original barbarians
brought with them the concepts of "staunch individualism . . . and
that passion for doing as one likes, for the assertion of personal
liberty7'(Arnold, Culture, 8 4 - 5). The epitome of the Barbarian is
typified in Robertson's character of George D'AlroyYsmother, the
Marquise de St. Maur. The Marquess finds George a t the end of Act
Two as he is about to head off to war. Unaware that D7Alroy has
already married the actress Esther, the Marquess rails against the
practice of marrying outside of one's social class. Ironically, she
begins her tirade by discussing Hawtree7ssocial unsuitability to w o o
Lady Carberry:

. . . Strange that a woman of such good birth
as the Countess should encourage the
attentions of Captain Hawtree for her
daughter Florence. Lady Clardonax was one
of the old Carberrys of Hampshire - not the
Norfolk Carberrys, but the direct line. And
Mr. Hawtree7sgrandfather was in trade something in the City - soap, I think . . .
He's a very nice person, but parvenu, as one
may see by his languor and his swagger. My
boy, I a m sure, will never make a mesalliance
. . . . I know the temptations that beset a
youth who is well born. But a true soldier, a
true gentleman, should not only be without
fear, but without reproach. I t is easier to
fight a furious man than to forego the
conquest of a love-sick girl . . . . Think,

George, what dishonour - what stain upon
your manhood - to hurl a girl to shame and
degradation1 A n d what excuse for it? That
she is plebeian? A man of real honour will
spare the woman who has confessed her love
for him . . . . Let my boy avoid the snares so
artfully spread; and when he asks his mother
to welcome the woman he has chosen for his
wife, let me take her to my arms and plant a
motherly kiss upon the white brow of a lady(Robertson, Caste, 106-7)
The Marquess does not possess a belief that a member of any lineage
can aspire to the pursuit of sweetness and light. In fact, Arnold
states that the main defect of the Barbarian who will not pursue
culture is "an insufficiency of light" (Arnold, Culture, 8 6 ) .
The Marquess further illustrates this insufficiency and takes
personal liberty too far in Act Three when she believes that her son
has died, and that her grandchild must be attended to. She shows
little respect for the baby's mother, a n d asserts that because a
Marquess is of the aristocracy, she has the right to take her
grandchild away from his mother:
M A R Q U E S S . I was informed that you were in
want, and I came to offer you assistance.
E S T H E R . I thank you for your offer, and the
delicate consideration for my feelings with
which it is made. I need no assistance.
M A R Q U E S S . - . . Then you will not accept
assistance from me?
E S T H E R . No.
M A R Q U E S S . . . . But you have a child - a
son - my grandson.
E S T H E R . Master D7Alroywants for nothing.
M A R Q U E S S . . . . I came here to propose that
my grandson should go back with me.
E S T H E R . What! Part with my boy1 I'd
sooner die?
M A R Q U E S S . You can see him when you

wish. As for money, I ESTHER. Not for ten thousand million worlds
- not for ten thousand million
marchionessesT . . . Master George D7Alroy
will remain with his mother. The offer to
take him from her is an insult to his dead
father and to him. (Robertson, Caste, 1 2 6 ) .

The Marquess, through her prejudicial assumptions and
mistreatment of her daughter-in-law, remains a n Arnoldian
Barbarian throughout the play, Unlike one who is aspiring to
explore culture, she does not exhibit in her character "a shade more
soul" (Arnold, Culture, 8 6 ) .
Although she may seem to a modern reader somewhat
ridiculous, the Marquess as a character was taken rather seriously
by contemporary audience members. When discussion was sparked
by her behaviour in The Times,it was suggested that she "[was] not
raised on a pedestal to be knocked down, but represent[ed] a social
principal, and [was] to be respected accordingly"

(qtd. in Barrett,

121).

Conversely, the two couples, particularly Esther and George,
are shining examples of sweetness and light. DyAlroyrefuses to be
dissuaded from his choice of Esther for a wife despite numerous
lectures about caste. Esther, despite her poverty, lineage, and
profession, exhibits nothing but beauty and intelligence throughout
the play. Polly and Sam, though somewhat more comic, display
many of the same attributes. Polly constantly protects Esther by
keeping the news of George's assumed death, and subsequently the

knowledge of his survival, from her sister, news that a doctor
predicted would kill her. Polly also fully supports Esther a t times of
emotional stress, such as when George goes off to war, a n d by
standing firm with her against the Marquess.
Furthermore, Sam, a member of the lower working class, is
portrayed as a hard working man whose aspirations a r e towards
sweetness and light. This is demonstrated most aptly when it is
discovered that Sam has given up the money he had saved for his
wedding and instead purchases with it a piano up for auction that
George had given to his wife, Esther, as a gift.
Caste, and Robertson's other plays, during the Bancrofts7

management, were a source of prosperity that neither the
playwright nor the actor-managers found individually. The six
Robertson plays performed by the Prince of Wales's Theatre, of
which five were written specifically for that company, were
performed on nearly half the play bills throughout the Bancrofts'
management. I n particular, "from December 26, 1 8 6 8 , to May 3,
1872, for 969 successive performances, every bill a t the Prince of
Wales' [sic] contained a play by Robertson.

...

The Bancrofts

performed Robertson's plays nearly 2,700 times. No other
playwright before 1 8 8 5 enjoyed so many performances of his plays
by a single management as Robertson'' (Mackie, 1 0 2 ) .

The Bancrofts certainly felt that Robertson's plays performed
by their company, Society, Ours, Caste, Play, School, and M-P., made
a significant contribution to the elevation of English theatre:
After times may never realise what they owe
to these six little plays on which we have
dwelt with gratitude and love; . . . it remains
true that Robertson and the old Prince of
Wales's Theatre worked a complete
reformation of the drama of which the
playgoers today are reaping the f r ~ ~ i t . "
(Bancroft, Sixty, 14 1)
Others also recognised Robertson's part in bringing light into
England? theatres. On May 1, 1870, the Sunday Times heralded the
playwright's accomplishment of creating witty, amusing plays, and
subsequently attracting a n audience looking to enjoy more
intelligent theatre experiences:
[Robertson] educated a playgoing public,
disgusted with modern effeteness, to
understand literary excellence, and to
appreciate expression of character and
dialogue; he has restored intelligence to the
stage, and recalled to the theatre long
divorced auditors. (qtd. in Barrett, 180)
The mutually beneficial and successful relationship between
the Bancrofts and Robertson, culminating in the performance of his
plays at the Prince of Wales's Theatre, was successful in
representing many of Arnold's ideas explored in Culture a n d
Anarchy. Through his plays, theatre-going audiences were

effectively introduced to living examples of culture, a n d the critical,
financial, and social success of those plays rewarded the playwright

and actor-managers for their emphasis on mounting shows

concerning the pursuit of culture.

Chapter 4

I expect to pass through this world but once; any good
thing therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can
show to any fellow creature, let me do it now; let me not
defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.

Stephan Grellet
Quaker minister and missionary

Elevation of the Social Status of Actors
The social status of actors before the Bancrofts' management
was considerably degraded in England. Like Wilton Bancroft's own
father, many actors were ostracised by society and abandoned by
their families. Even membership in the family of an actor was
enough to brand one socially unacceptable. Marie Wilton Bancroft
recalls with some anguish that:
[blrighter days seemed in store for us when
my father, I believe, heard some news of a
brother; his delight was intense, for, though
they had not met for years, he was confident
that a reconciliation would take place, and
that all anxiety about o u r precarious position
would cease. Oh the castles that my father
built in the <airiestof situations!' assuring
my mother that she a n d her children would
now be placed in their proper positions, a n d
that servants were a t once to be engaged to
wait upon us; but his dreams of magnificence
. . . were soon dispelled, My mother, who
never relied for one moment upon her
husband's vague dreams, continued to train
us up to wait upon ourselves. (Bancroft,
Gleanings, 28)
Wilton Bancroft was personally subjected to society's prejudices
against the acting profession, a n d a t a young age experienced
unpleasant attitudes toward her for merely being a member of a
theatrical family. When a child performing in the country, several
ladies in the audience publicly admired Marie Wilton Bancroft.
Upon hearing their praises, she described that a gentleman present:

. . . suggested to these ladies that they might
subscribe a small sum to buy me a toy, as a
souvenir of the occasion. They consented

eagerly, and a t once opened their clasped
bags. While hunting for their purses, they
asked with sweet smiles 'whose dear child I
was.' When told that I was the daughter of
a n actor, the smiles vanished, and the
expressions changed in a way to have turned
even lemons sour. The bags were closed with
a cold, relentless click, a n d the owners
muttered between their teeth (for fear,
doubtless, of breathing the same air as
myself) . . . and drew back from me as if
plague-stricken. This scene dwelt upon my
young mind, a n d I never forgot it. (Bancroft,
Gleanings, 17 - 8)

The Bancrofts described conditions in their o w n personal
histories which must have contributed to their dedication to
improving the social status of actors. This improvement mirrors
Arnold's ideas not only that all people have the ability to recognise
culture if shown examples, but also that, despite their traditionally
lower class distinctions, some people have the ability to teach and
guide others to admire culture. In this way, actors themselves could
have a role to play in the development of culture. The Bancrofts
attempted to fulfil their roles in promoting their profession as
agents of culture.
Furthermore, the Bancrofts publicly admired previous
examples of individual actors who did precisely this, and who
contributed to the improvement in social standing of the actor in
general. The couple also acknowledged aspiring to follow in these
actors7 footsteps. This admiration is exemplified in their tribute to
Charles Kean, whom they recognised as seminal in the growth of
respect for the acting profession:

Charles Kean was a wonderful instance of
the effect of resolute courage; for years he
was laughed at and ridiculed by a large
section of the press, a n d treated with
absolute a n d unworthy cruelty by the
withering pen of Douglas Jerrold. Through
indomitable pluck he outlived it all, and
heard himself spoken publicly of when he
was the guest of the shining lights of the
land as having 'made the theatre into a
gigantic instrument of education for the
instruction of the young, and edification, a s
well as instruction, of those of maturer
years.' We hope that the ground sown with
good seed by great actors of the past has not
been neglected by their successors.
(Bancroft, Gleanings, 122)
The Bancrofts also stood against common misconceptions and
society's contemptuous assumptions regarding theatre professionals.
Perhaps in a n effort to depict actors as legitimate, hard working,
respectable citizens, a somewhat romantic description of the actor's
life is expressed by the Bancrofts in their autobiography:
It would be very interesting to a n audience to
be given now and then a peep behind the
scenes, or in the greenroom; they would
often see what good servants to the public
a r e the actors; how often, when suffering
acute pain, they have gone through their
work so bravely that the audience has not
detected even a look of it. The public owe
more to the actor than they will perhaps be
y repared to admit. (Bancroft, Gleanings,
269-70)
That the Bancrofts would describe actors as public servants
indicates that they are primarily interested in the theatre as a
culture-promoting agency. Others also acknowledged the
Bancrofts7 work which elevated the social status of the acting

profession. In a letter the Bancrofts received from Lord
Londesborough, the direct shift of actor from lower to higher class
was attributed to the Bancrofts:
You have certainly done so much in every
sense for your profession (for the difference
in the production of pieces, and the rise in
the salaries, and consequently in the position
of actors and actresses, is mainly owing to
you) . . . . (Bancroft, Gleanings, 288)
As a result of the Bancrofts' hard work and the promotion of

the acting profession, the negative attitudes toward the acting
profession were starting to be thoroughly questioned. The
Bancrofts received a letter from a complete stranger signed "a lover
of the Engandine"3 which proved to them that their education of
society by positive example had made a n improvement in the
public's perception of theatre:
You have helped the humble writer of this
letter in so many ways, and not least in
having cleared away the mists of prejudice
and ignorance which a puritanical education
had raised up. It has been by such good
work as yours and your husband's that the
Drama has risen to its proper position, and
been ennobled even in the eyes of those
brought up to despise and condemn it.
(Bancroft, Gleanings, 293)
B y his own admission, the anonymous writer of the letter could not

help but be impressed by the positive theatrical role models the

The Engandine was a church for which Squire and Marie Wilton
Bancroft would perform to fund-raise.
3

Bancrofts had become. Despite his contradictory education, in his
eyes theatre was being transformed into a socially respectable
institution. The Bancrofts, who were responsible for that
transformation, had reversed the polarity of society's estimation of
the theatre.
Upon reflection, the Bancrofts upheld that their theatrical
management was the predominant ingredient in the rise of the
social standing of the acting profession and theatre itself. Bancroft,
interjecting a n unnamed critic's opinions, illustrates that a realised
goal of the Bancrofts' management had been to elevate theatre from
its ignoble position in society. H e states that:

. . . only those who could remember what
took place before o u r reign, not in the acting
of any individual actor, but i n the generality
of the playhouses, could realise the immense
strides made by our management in all that
relates to dramatic representation. 'The
alteration for the better in all that appertains
to the theatre is due to Mr. Bancroft, with the
support and aid of his brilliant wife, more
than any existing manager.' The times were
ripe for a man who, though a n apostle of
progress, would be no mere enthusiast, but a
leader by reason of sympathy with higher
things - a leader with a perception keen
and searching, with a n intelligence broad
and unprejudiced, with a brain constructive
and original, with a desire to do and a heart
to dare. Our management of the Prince of
Wales's Theatre, it was said, brought a new
era to the English drama. It was manifest
that the one class w h o had not travelled with
the times was the actor- His vocation,
singular to say, while eminently intellectual,
had invited, with but few exceptions, men to
uphold it often deficient in tone, bearing,
and the advantages of early association. 'At
the Prince of Wales's was seen a unity, the

secret of strength; and how Bancroft enlisted
under his banner a following of young actors
into whom he infused a harmony of
surpassing excellence is a fact never to be
forgotten.' (Bancroft, Sixfy, 94- 5 )
They raised the perception of actor and theatre exemplifying
Arnold's philosophy with which much of Victorian society were
already familiar, therefore helping to create respect for the
profession. Actors, previously considered lower working class and
socially outcast, became elevated in perception by Victorian society.
In this society where the line between personal respect a n d social
respectability a r e so intertwined, they were also raised in social
position. The Bancrofts promoted the theatre to such a social
standing that actors had become public acquaintances of royalty. In
1882, the Prince of Wales himself held a dinner for the principal

actors of London. Bancroft was of course included, a n d later states:
I found myself honoured by being placed on
the right hand side of our royal host . . . .
Without having previously realised it, I
found that I had already been senior in
managerial service for some years.
(Bancroft, S i x f y , 365)

The Prince of Wales, later to be crowned King Edward, and his
family, became familiar acquaintances with the Bancrofts
illustrating that their management had made a significant
contribution to the elevation of the caste of actors.

Validation that their artistic and moral idealism won out was
confirmed by the petition of the Marquess of Salisbury to Queen
Victoria recommending Squire Bancroft for Knighthood:
My Dear Sir: I have had the honour of
submitting to the Queen that the Honour of
Knighthood should be conferred upon you on
the occasion of the approaching Jubilee; a n d
Her Majesty having been pleased to approve
of my recommendation, in recognition of the
high position which you occupy in the
profession to which you have rendered such
notable service, it becomes my duty to
acquaint you with Her gracious intention. It
affords me much satisfaction to be the
instrument of making this communication to
you, Believe me, yours very faithfully,
Salisbury. (Bancroft, Sixfy, 348)
Recognised for public service to his country, Squire Bancroft
was knighted and became Sir Squire Bancroft i n the Diamond
Jubilee year of 1897. Bancroft was second only to Sir Henry Irving
who, in 1 8 9 5 , was the first actor to ever be knighted in England.
The Bancrofts had succeeded in elevating the public perception of
the acting profession from the role of Populace to the function of a
vehicle for culture.

Altruism a n d Charitable Works
Another factor necessary in the pursuit of culture is altruism.
The promotion, or improvement of, the social system by
contributing to society was necessary for the Bancrofts to have
earned respect and admiration as actor-managers of a theatre. The
Bancrofts spent much of their time performing works for recognised

charities. For example, Squire Bancroft was named in a n article
attending the Royal General Theatrical Fund's thirty seventh
anniversary festival:
The main object of the fund was to g r a n t
annuities to old and infirm actors a n d
actresses, and such members of the fund as .
. . had been incapacitated from following
their profession by accident, illness, loss of
voice, o r other infirmity, and were entitled to
claim their annuity, and that annuity
continued to be paid them until their death.
( I l l u s f r a f e dLondon News, 139
Active participants in the Covent Garden Actors' Fund, the
Actors7 Benevolent Fund, the building of the Engandine Church, and
later efforts in the Great War, the Bancrofts organised and
participated in several charities. Hospital fund-raisers, however,

were the charities for which they were most noted. To benefit
hospitals, Squire Bancroft recited Dickens' A Christmas Carol, and
the proceeds of the performance would go to that institution. To do
this, he travelled not only in England, but also abroad to Canada.
Bancroft elaborates:

. . . I had

imposed upon myself exhausting
labour in order that I might confer a lasting
benefit upon my fellow-countrymen. The
large sums which had by this means been
distributed to the various hospitals to which I
had given my services testified to the popular
appreciation of the readings . . . . ( B a ~ c r o f t ,
S i x f y , 382)

Recognising humanitarian needs, he even read for hospitals of
varying religions such as Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish. In his
memoirs, he documents this with evident satisfaction:
I had read already for every possible charity,
irrespective of creeds, thinking only of good
works, never of dogma. The Lord Chief
justice of England who presided over one
evening stated that 'quite apart from
histrionic ability and the gifts of the actor as
such, no man could convey the sense of the
immortal Carol unless he possessed a warm,
sympathetic, and charitable heart. It is well
that these words should be spoken with such
dignity and authority by so excellent a critic
and so good a judge.' (Bancroft, S i x f y , 377)

Bancroft valued the recognition he received for the attainment of
his philanthropic objectives, as evinced by the attention he devotes
to this subject in his writings.
Charities for which Marie Wilton Bancroft was also noted
were her later efforts in World War I. She would organise
amusements and fund-raisers for the English troops as well as
volunteer her time performing hospital duties. Her husband
affectionately recalls the altruism she displayed during that war:
Her efforts in the great war: In spite of
advanced years and broken health, she lived
through it . . . without a murmur, on the
shore of the sea, with all its alarms and risks;
but then I have always known her to be
brave, even when her life was in danger. She
was unsparing in hospitality . . . and untiring
in organising and leading in amusements,
helped by her interest in those w h o were
spared, and those who were maimed and
wounded, and by the remembrance of those
who rest in the grave-fields of Flanders and

France, or lie deep down under the sea.
(Bancroft S., Empty, 2 3 7)
However, as they are symbols of an educated response and
way of life in attempting to attain Arnold's ideal of harmonious
perfection, particularly small acts of charity also contribute to that
pursuit. For example, Marie Wilton Bancroft believed that she was
performing a n altruistic act when she allowed a woman to continue
working in the theatre despite this woman's inability t o perform the
job satisfactorily:
There was a n old woman who was employed
in the theatre to assist in the cleaning
department. She was a poor, humble old
thing, and, on account of her age, unable t o
work much; but we kept her about the place,
letting her think herseif useful, for her-wages
helped to support her little home. (Bancroft,

There were other instances of smaller acts of charity in the
management of the Prince of Wales's Theatre. In perfo rming the
Robertson play Ours, the realistic action of the play demanded the
preparation of a roly-poly pudding. Instead of disposing of the
pudding after the production every evening, Marie Wil ton Bancroft
chose to give it to a needy family:
I remember with what care I made the
famous roley-poley (sic) pudding every night
during the first run of Ours. This pudding
was eagerly waited for by a little family of
poor children - I made a very big one and
filled it with jam. (Bancroft, Gleanings, 2 9 8 )

The appreciation of culture is even evident in the delight
Wilton Bancroft takes in describing a n incident with a youngster.
While studying for a part on the beach, she met up with an
impoverished child:
I gave the child money, and she rapidly
disappeared in the direction of the shops.
Coming hurriedly back, she seated herself on
the beach by the side of her ragged playmate,
with whom she shared her bun; I was
touched by the instinct to divide her treasure
with her poor companion. (Bancroft,
Gleanings, 2 02 - 3 )

Wilton Bancroft acknowledged that the child was a touching
example of altruism herself. Despite being poor, the child shared
what little fortune she had. In performing a small act of charity,
Marie Wilton Bancroft recognised the altruism shared in the
youngster, who realistically may have had less reason to perform

such a n act, This is a n exampie of the pursuit of culture, and
Wilton Bancroft's acknowledgement of her admiration for it in
others.

The Bancrofts were often noted for their altruism: "They were
in charity with their neighbours, and did their utmost to help those
who had fallen by the way . . . . They understood charity, and
practised it."

(Times, I July, 1885). These performers lived their

lives setting "an example that others would do well to follow"

(Times,I July, 1 8 8 5 1 , and continued until their deaths to be praised
for their "warm, sympathetic, and charitable heartts] " (Bancroft,
sixty, 377).

The Bancrofts' accomplishments, both within the theatrical
community and without, demonstrate that balance between
commercial goals and altruistic ideals m a y be compatible rather
than diametrically opposed. This two-fold success was both
recognised and rewarded. The Bancrofts earned social
respectability in a class conscious society despite their working
class profession and birth, in part because of their values and
visible acts of altruism.

Chapter 5

Porro unurn necessarium - to come to your best at ail
points.
Matthew ArnoId,
Culture a n d Anarchy

Did Wilton Bancroft Achieve Greatness?
Marie Wilton Bancroft's management of the Prince of Wales's
Theatre exemplified the definition of culture in Culture and

Anarchy. The study of perfection, and the harmonious relationship
between sweetness a n d light, was central to Wilton Bancroft's
professional career. Much of Wilton Bancroft's pursuit of culture
manifested itself in aspects which included the location of the
theatre itself, decoration and renovations chosen for the theatre, the
general improvement of theatre conditions, the choices of plays
performed, the abolition of the star system in her company, and the
elevation of the social status of actors generally.
Marie Wilton Bancroft upheld the ideals of culture as outlined
by Arnold. Yet, Arnold asserts that the exploration a n d pursuit of
culture prompts one to also examine concepts and definitions of
'greatness.'

Matthew Arnold then concludes that:
Greatness is a spiritual condition worthy to
excite love, interest, and admiration; and the
outward proof of possessing greatness is that
we excite love, interest, and admiration.
(Arnold, Culture, 40)

Therefore, to have been truly successful in promoting harmonious
perfection between sweetness and light, it was necessary for Wilton
Bancroft to excite love, interest, and admiration. In short, did
Marie Wilton Bancroft achieve greatness as defined by Matthew
Arnold in Culture and Anarch9

Wilton Bancroft's husband would be the first to advocate his
belief that his wife a n d business partner, through her theatrical
efforts, did indeed evoke the traits necessary to achieve Arnold's
definition of greatness. H e discusses her ability to excite love and
interest in others:

. . . She a t once established the best relations
with her audience . . . . The effect was
irresistible. She came down to the footlights,
o r stayed where she was, without movement,
and instantly flashes of mutual goodwill
passed between her and the audience . . .
sympathy was instantly linking her with the
eager and attentive house. [She] . . . rapidly
and easily made her presence known o n the
stage as a gracious, winsome, affectionate
creature, filled with human kindness, and
always ready to believe the best of people
and of things. (Bancroft S., Empty, 2 19-20)
Squire Bancroft was not alone in his admiration. Lord
Londesborough had much respect for the work done by Marie
Wilton Bancroft. He was i n attendance a t the Bancrofts' farewell
performance of Caste, and wrote a letter to the couple shortly
afterward. In reference to the warm reception the couple received
from the public just before retiring from the stage, he suggested
that Marie Wilton Bancroft deservedly received public accolade for
her efforts:
The demonstration was most thoroughly well
deserved, for there is no one to whom the
stage, and therefore the country, owes more
than to - . . Mrs. Bancroft. I t is always
satisfactory when the public shows its
appreciation of those who do their work, and
make their mark, without beat of drum and

flourish of trumpets. (Bancroft S . , Empfy,
119)
Upon her retirement from the stage, Wilton Bancroft received a
public showing of respect a n d admiration for the improvement of
the theatre with which she was associated.
Perhaps much of the greatness Marie Wilton Bancroft
achieved in her lifetime was expressed eloquently at her memorial
service and repeated by Squire Bancroft in his book. On this
occasion, the term "success" was defined according to
contemporary standards, a n d how Wilton Bancroft moulded into
that definition was examined:

. . . He has achieved success who has lived
long, laughed often, and loved much; who
has gained the respect of intelligent men and
the affection of little children; who has filled
his niche and accomplished his task; who has
left the world a little better than he found it,
whether by a n improved poppy or by a
perfect poem o r by a saintly soul; who was
looking always for the best in others, and
was trying always to give the best he had. So
much of that is true of her whom we
commemorate. (Bancroft S., Empty, 24 1-2)
The description of Wilton Bancroft's achievements in terms of
Arnold's definition of greatness was certainly presented in the
Bancrofts' memoirs. However, perhaps the most convincing
demonstration that the Bancrofts, a n d Marie Wilton Bancroft in
particular, actually achieved greatness is evidenced by the
recitation of Clement Scott's "Valedictory Odeyyby Henry Irving a t
the event of the Bancrofts' retirement from the stage. This poem

expresses the feelings that Scott, Irving, and other contemporary
artists had toward the actor-manager couple. As indicated by this
gesture, the love, interest, and admiration the Bancrofts inspired in
their well-respected peers is undeniable:
Not to all artists, earnest though their aim,
As retrospective vision there appears
The priceless gift of a n untarnished name
The blameless history of twenty years
Fired by the flush of youth, they found a way
to give the fading art a healthy cure;
The stage they Loved revived beneath their
sway
They made a r t earnest, and they kept it pure.
Such a n example in the after age
will throw a softening haze o'er bygone care;
we close the volume at its brightest page,
But leave a blossom of remembrance there.
Goodbye old friends! It shall not be farewell;
Love is of art the birth and after growth;
Heaven prosper you, shall be our only knell
our parting prayer be this - god bless you
both. (Bancroft, Sixty, 292)

Appendix 1 : List of ten plays performed most frequently during the
Bancrofts' management career
(Mackie, 103)

Play

Playwright

School
Ours

T.W. Robertson
T. W. Robertson
T. W. Robertson

Quite By Accident

F. Waller

Diplomacy

Sardou

Society

T. W. Robertson

Money

Bulwer-Lytton

Cuf Off With a Shilling

Smith

Twen fy Min u fes with a T ' . r

Mathews

Masks and Faces

Reade and Taylor

Nights

Appendix 2: Bancroft productions exceeding 100 successive nights

(Mackie, 100-1)
Play

Playwright

School

T.W. Robertson

Diplomacy

Sardou, Scott,
Stephenson

Cuf Off Wifh A

S.T. Smith

Sku'1.g

F. Waller
ours

T.W. Robertson

Money

Bulwer-Lytton

A Winning

J.P. Wooler

Hazard

Dearest M m a

W- Gordon

C'fe

T.W. Robertson

7iwenfyll.2inufes
Wifh a Tiger

CJ. Mathews

F. Waller

School

T. W, Robertson

T. W. Robertson
T.W. Robertson

m e School for
Scandal
Ours

Sardou, Scott,
Stephenson
R.B. Sheridan
T.W- Robertson

Dates

Nights

Play

Playwright

Society

ToW. Robertson

School

T-W. Robertson

Man and WiTe

w. Collins

Fedora

Sardou,
Marivale

Sweethearts

W.S. Gilbert

Society

T.W. Robertson

Firsf in fhe Fied

C.MoRae

Mmks and Faces

Reade, Taylor

A

Dead Shot

J.B. Buckstone

T.W. Robertson
C.J. Mathews

LMe Don
Grbvmni
A Lame Excuse

F. Hay

bndm

D, Boucicault

H.J. Byron

Assurance
A

Silent Protector T.J. Williams

M a s h and Faces

Reade, Taylor
T.W. Robertson

Money

Bulwer-Lwon

Dates

Nights

Appendix 3: Summary of Productions under the Bancrofts' Management
(Mackie, 105-10)
Play

Playwright

Opening Date

Nights

First Season: April 15, 1865 - August 5, 1865; 9 7 nights
A W M g Hazard

J.P. Wooler

April 15, 1865

53

La1 S o n n m b d a f

HJ. Byron

April 15

97

Vandyke Brown

A.C. Troughton

April 15

24

P. Sirnpson

May 10

27

W m to the Khife

HJ. Byron

June I0

49

Bamboozhg

T.E. Wilks

June 19

21

The Mudborough
EIechon

W . Brough, A. Halliday

July 13

A F&

Pretender

Second Season: September 25, 1865 -June 23, 1866; 23 1 nights

Naval Engagements

H J. Byron

Sept. 25, 1865

Lucia dl*
Lammemoor

H J. Byron

Sept. 25

A Lover by Proxy

D. Boucicault

Sept. 2 5

A 13lmer for

C.S. Chelttnam

Oct. 16

War fothe fiife

H.J.Byron

Oct. 30

Society

T.W. Robertson

Nov. I I

Noi-hing

Little Don Giovanni H.J. Byron

Dec. 26

JohnJones

J.B. Buckstone

Dec. 26

A Hundred

K. J. Byron

May 5, IS66

Thousand Pounds

m e Goose Wifh Ihe A. Mayhew

M a y 14

Play

Playwright

Opening Date

Nights

C. Selby

May 2 1

La.r SonnambuIaT

H.J. Byron

May 28

22

Good For Nofiing

J.B. Buckstone

June 19

2

Gorden E s s

7lie B d e

Fish wife

Third Season: September 15, 1866 -July 13, 1867; 2 56 nights

Oms

T.W. Robertson

Sept. 15, I866

Pas de Fmcinafion

J-S.Coyne

Sept. I 5

Der Frer'schufz

H J . Byron

Oct. 10

Pmdora 3 Box

HJ.Byron

Dec. 26

A.S.S.

J.M. Maddox

Dec. 26

A Hundred
72?ousandPounds

H.J. Byron

March 9, 1867

m e Mar'd and the
Magpie

H J. Byron

March 9

Caste

T.W. Robertson

April 6

Vandyke Brown

A.C. Troughton

April 6

A Qtu'efF M y

W.E. Suter

April I 5

Magic Toys

J . Oxenford

April 2 7

A Game of Romps

J.M. Morton

May 30

John Jones

J.B. Buckstone

June 8

Fourth Season: September 28, 1867 -July 25, 1868; 256 nights

Caste

T.W. Robertson

Sept. 28, 1867

Sarah 3 Yomg Man

W.E. Suter

Sept. 28

All0 w Me to
Exp-32

W.S. Gilbert

Nov. 4

Playwright

Opening Date

unknown

Dec. 5

J.B. Buckstone

Dec. 18

129

How She Loves Him D. Boucicault

Dec. 2 I

47

Box and Cox

J.M. Morton

Dec. 2 1

30

A4t-sSWilife

R.J.Raymond

Jan. 27, 1868

34

Play

T.W. Robertson

Feb. 15

106

A Silent Protector

TJ. Williams

March 7

119

May 20

27

Play

A Dead Shot

Done on Both Sides J.M. Morton

Nights
I1

Fifth Season: September 2 1, 1868 - August 28, 1869; 29 I nights,
I matinee

Atchfl

J.M. Morton

Sept. 21, 1868

Sociefy

T.W . Robertson

Sept. 21

UrhoSpehFirst

C.Dance

Dec. 7

T m e Cats

E. Yates

Dec. 12

A Wiming Hazard

J.P. Wooler

Jan.11, I869

School

T.W. Robertson

Jan 16

Int.&e

J. Poole

Jan 16

A L a m e Excuse

F. Hay

April 19

Sixth Season: September I I , 1869 - August 12, 1870; 285 nights

Quite by Accident

F. Waller

Sept. 1I, 1869

285

School

T.W- Robertson

Sept. 11

189

Dearest Mama

W. Gordon

Dec. 27

195

M. P.

T. W. Robertson

April 23, 1870

96

Playwright

Play

Opening Date

Nights

Seventh Season: September 17, 1870 - August I 1, I87 1; 279
nights

Queen Stork

F. Waller

Sept. 17, I870

M,P,

T.W. Robertson

Sept. 1 7

60

Locked li.I

J.P. Wooler

Sept- 1 7

125

Ours

T.WI Robertson

Nov. 26

219

Cut O f f Wifi a
S M I .

S.T. Smith

1 I0

Eighth Season: September 16, I87 1 -July 27, 1872; 268 nights

Cut Off Wi'fha

S.T. Smith

Sept. 16, I871

I95

Cafe

T.W. Robertson

Sept. 16

195

Money

Bulwer-Lytton

M a y 4,1872

W e nf y Mnutes
W
i
f
h a TIger

CJ. Mathews

May 8

Sfilling

73

Ninth Season: September 2 I , 1872 - August 1, 1873; 267 nights

W e nf y M ~ufes
I
With a Tiger

C=J.Mathews

Sept. 2 1 , 1872

120

Money

Bulwer-Lytton

Sept. 2 1

131

A Phenomenon in a

W. Brough

Feb. 10, 1873

Man and Wife

W. Collins

Feb. 22

Quite By Acciden t

F. Waller

M a y 12

76

Smock Frock

Tenth Season: September 20, 1873 - August 7, 1874; 271 nights
Quite by Accidenf

F. Waller

Sept. 20, 1873

113

School

T .W . Robertson

Sept. 20

163

Play

Playwright

Opening Date

Don'tJtrdge by
Appearances

J.M. Morton

Feb. 2, 1874

m e School For
Scandal

R. Sheridan

April 4

Nights
50

Eleventh Season: September I 9, 1874 - August 6, 18 75; 269
nights, I matinee

m e School For
Scandal

R. Sheridan

Sept. 19, 1874

Sweefhearfs

W.S. Gilbert

Nov. 7

132

Society

T .W. Robertson

Nov. 7

I31

Z?ieMerchantof
Venice

Shakespeare

April 17, 1875

36

Money

Bulwer -Lytton

May 29

60

A Happy Pari-

S.T. Smith

June 19

I

42

Twelfth Season: September 18, 1875 - August 4, 1876; 267 nights

Money

Bulwer-Lytton

Sept. 18, 1875

MAS& and Faces

C. Reade and T. Taylor

Nov. 6

QuifeBy Accident

F. Waller

March 27, 1876

28

Wn'nkles

HJ. Byron

April 13

I8

Ours

T.W.Robertson

May 6

77

42

130

Thirteenth Season: September 30, 1876 - August 3, 1877; 260
nights, 6 matinees

Sardou, C. Scott, B.C.
Stephenson

Sept. 30, 1876

The Vicarage

C. Scott

March 31, 1877

London Assurance

D. Boucicault

March 3 1

156
75
110

Play

Playwright

Opening Date

Nights

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Seasons (These two seasons were
continuous, uninterrupted by a summer break): September 29,
1877 - Augrrst 1, 1879; 562 nights, 26 matinees.
An UnequalMatch

T. Taylor

Sept. 29, 1877

To Parents and
Guardians

T. Taylor

Oct. 6

D~PIomacy

Sardou, Scott,
Stephenson

Jan 12, 1878

Casie

T. W. Robertson

Jan 1 I, I879

Heads or Tais

P. Simpson

May 31

Sweefhearfs

WS. Gilbert

May 31

GuodforNofhing

J.B.Buckstone

May 3 1

Sixteenth Season: September 27, 1879 -January 29, 1880; 105
nights, 2 matinees at the Prince of Wales's Theatre. January 3 1,
I880 -July 30, 1880; 150 nights, 6 matinees at the Haymarket
Theatre.
Duv

Sardou, J. Albery

Sept. 27, 1879

49

Ours

T. W. Robertson

Nov. 22

58

Money

Bulwer-Lytton

Jan 31, 1880

76

Cut off With a
ShiIling

S.T. Smith

May I

Schoo~

T.W. Robertson

May I

80

Seventeenth Season: November 27, 1880 -July 29, 188I; 206 nights, 2
matinees

72ie Vicarage

C. Scott

Nov. 27, 1880

44

School

T.W.Robertson

Nov. 27

58

Tarmarmng
a T&er

C.J. Mathews

Jan 20, 1881

I20

Mash and Faces

C.Reade and T. Taylor

Feb. 5

108

Play

Playwright

Opening Date

Nights

Society

T.W. Robertson

June 1I

42

Good for Nofhing

J.B. Buckstone

June I I

42

Eighteenth Season: November 26, 1881 -July 28, 1882; 200 nights, I 1
matinees

Plot and Pmsion

T.Taylor

Nov. 26, I881

45

A Lesson

F.C. Burnand

Nov. 26

56

OLWS

T .W . Robertson

Jan 19, 1882

72

Odetfe

Sardow, Scott

April 25

83

Nineteenth Season: October 7, 1882 - August I 1, I 883; 26 1 nights, 9
matinees

Nearly Seven

C. Brookfield

October 7, 1882

m e Overland
Route

T. Taylor

Oct. 7

m e LiItIe Sentinel

TJ.Williams

Jan. 18, 1883

87

Caste

T.W. Robertson

Jan. 20

74

School

T.W . Robertson

April I 4

17

First in the Field

C.M. Rae

May 2

86

Fedora

Sardou, H . Merivale

May 5

85

8'7

Twentieth Season: September 29, 1883 -July 19, 1884; 245 nights, 2
matinees

Fksf in the Field

C.M.Rae

Sept. 29, 1883

47

Fedora

Sardou, H. Merivale

Sept. 29

47

Lords and
Commons

A.W. Pinero

Nov. 24

A Lesson

F.C. Burnand

Feb. 16, 1884

Sardou, Scott,
Stephenson

Feb. 16

R. Sheridan

May 3

m e Evds

62

68

Playwright

PIay

Opening Date

Nights

Twenty First Season: November 8 , 1884 -July 20, 1885; 2 14
nights, 7 matinees

D~JPIomacy

Sardou, Scott,
Stephenson

Nov. 8 , 1 8 8 4

117

ltvoin fhe
Morning

CJ. Mathews

Feb. 28, 1885

45

M ~ k and
s Faces

Taylor, Reade

Feb. 28

54

Queen Stork

F. Waller

April 23

38

Ours

T.W. Robertson

April 25

31

Kafiarine and
Pe fruchio

Shakespeare, Garrick

May 30

Sweethearts

W.S. Gilbert

May 30

I8

Good For Nothing

J.B. Buckstone

May 30

18
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